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A B S T R A C T

This paper reviews concepts of interconnected microgrids (IMGs) as well as compare and classify their
modeling, stability analysis, and control methods. To develop benefits of isolated microgrids (MGs) such as
reliability improvement and their renewable energy integration, they should be interconnected, share power,
support the voltage/frequency of overloaded MGs, etc. Despite maximizing their benefits and decreasing
weaknesses of isolated MGs, IMGs require maintaining stability in different operation modes and employing
appropriate control methods. Moreover, a basic requirement for stability analysis and controller design is
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Power exchange control system modeling. Since many articles have addressed these topics on IMGs from different views, a comparison
is necessary. Therefore, IMG dynamic modeling methods are classified and their main features and challenges
are discussed. Then, stability analysis and control methods of IMGs are reviewed and compared. The provided
review is supported by conceptual diagrams, classification tables, off-line and real-time simulations using
MATLAB and OPAL-RT simulator for comparison. Furthermore, a data set is provided to study fundamentals
as well as research gaps, which are addressed for future works.
Nomenclature

Abbreviations:

BTBC Back-to-back converter
CB Circuit breaker
CRF Common reference frame
DER Distributed energy resource
IL Interlinking line
ILD Interlinking device
IMG (MG) Interconnected microgrid (microgrid)
BTBC-2IMGs Back-to-back converter-through two IMGs
CB-2IMGs Circuit breaker-through two IMGs
MIMG Multiple ac IMGs
MEB Measurement-based (simplification technique)
MOB Model-based (simplification technique)
MDB Module-based (simplification technique)
PCC Point of common coupling
PLL Phase-locked loop
RTS Real-time simulation
SOC State of charge
SS Static switch
TDS Time-domain simulation
UIPC Unified interphase power controller
VSC Voltage source converters
VSG Virtual synchronous generator

Variables:

𝐸𝑚(𝐸𝑘
𝑃𝑄) Inverter voltage of droop (PQ) control DER𝑚(𝑘)

𝑖𝑚𝑙 (𝑖
𝑘
𝑃𝑄,𝑙) Inverter current of droop (PQ) control DER𝑚(𝑘)

𝑣𝑚𝑜 (𝑣
𝑘
𝑃𝑄,𝑜) Filter voltage of droop (PQ) control DER𝑚(𝑘)

𝑖𝑚𝑜 (𝑖
𝑘
𝑃𝑄,𝑜) Filter current of droop (PQ) control DER𝑚(𝑘)

𝑣𝑛𝑝𝑐𝑐 PCC voltage of MG𝑛

𝑖𝑛𝑅𝐼𝐿 Current of interlinking line between MG𝑛 and
MG𝑅

𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑜 Current of the load of MG𝑛
𝜃𝑚(𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑚) Voltage phase of DER𝑚 (DER considered as CRF)
𝛿𝑚 Angle difference of DER𝑚’s reference frame and

CRF
𝛿𝑘𝑃𝐿𝐿 Angle difference of DER𝑘 PLL’s frame and CRF
𝑃𝑚(𝑄𝑚) Output active (reactive) powers of DER𝑚
𝜔𝑚(𝜔𝑐𝑜𝑚) Angular frequency of DER𝑚 (DER considered as

CRF)
𝑋,𝑈, 𝑌 State, input, and output vectors in a state-space

model
𝑖𝑖(𝑗)𝑓𝑐 (𝑣

𝑖(𝑗)
𝑓𝑐 ) VSC𝑖(𝑗) output current (filter voltage)

𝑣𝑖(𝑗)𝑑𝑐 VSC𝑖(𝑗) dc link voltage
𝜃𝑖(𝑗)𝐵 (𝛿𝑖(𝑗)𝐵 ) VSC𝑖(𝑗) voltage phase (referred to the zone’s CRF)
𝑚𝑑 (𝑚𝑞) Direct (quadrature) component of modulation

signal
2

𝑌 𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛
𝑃𝐶 Output vector of primary controller of leader DER

in MG𝑛
𝑑𝑞(𝐷𝑄) Voltage/current direct and quadrature compo-

nents (in CRF)

Constants, and Control Functions:

𝐿𝑚
𝑓 , 𝑅

𝑚
𝑓 Inductance, and resistance of droop control DER𝑚

filter
𝐿𝑘
𝑃𝑄,𝑓 , 𝑅

𝑘
𝑃𝑄,𝑓 Inductance, and resistance of PQ control DER𝑘

filter
𝐶𝑚
𝑓 (𝐶

𝑘
𝑃𝑄,𝑓 ) Capacitance of droop (PQ) control DER𝑚(𝑘) filter

𝐿𝑚
𝑙𝑖 (𝐿

𝑘
𝑃𝑄,𝑙𝑖) Inductance of droop (PQ) control DER𝑚(𝑘) line

𝑅𝑚
𝑙𝑖 (𝑅

𝑘
𝑃𝑄,𝑙𝑖) Resistance of droop (PQ) control DER𝑚(𝑘) line

𝑃 𝑘
𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝑄

𝑘
𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) Active (reactive) power reference of PQ control

DER𝑘
𝜔𝑛(𝑉 𝑚

𝑛 ) Nominal frequency (voltage) of MG𝑛 (DER𝑚)
𝑎𝑚𝑖 mi’th array of intra-MG network adjacency matrix
𝑘𝑃𝑚(𝑘

𝑄
𝑚 ) 𝜔 − 𝑃 (𝑣 −𝑄) droop gain of droop-based DER𝑚

𝐾𝜔−𝑃
𝑆𝐶 (𝑠) Secondary controller of 𝜔−𝑃 droop characteristic

𝐾𝑣−𝑄
𝑆𝐶 (𝑠) Secondary controller of 𝑣−𝑄 droop characteristic

𝐾𝑉 𝐶 (𝐾𝐶𝐶 ) Inner voltage (current) controller of DERs
𝑇 Secondary controller time constant of leader DER

1. Introduction

Microgrids (MGs) are one of the main components of the future
smart power grids, which are able to integrate nearby distributed
energy resources (DERs) and loads at the distribution level in an
efficient way. They also include several control loops and protection
devices to achieve a stable and secure operation. Such a reconfiguration
leads to independent management of MGs in grid-connected mode to
maximize MG owners revenue, which can increase the energy value
and thereby result in an economical operation. However, it should be
in a coordinated operation with the upstream grid. MGs are able to be
operated/controlled fully autonomous due to their DERs and energy
storage systems, which can result in enhanced reliability, resilience
and security [1]. Transition between grid-connected and isolated op-
erating modes makes MG-oriented modern distribution grids more
flexible than the conventional networks. The potential of more flexi-
bility has been revealed once the idea of interconnected MGs (IMGs)
was presented [2]. Active distribution networks can be reconfigured
in the form of IMGs to have competitive markets and then a more
economic energy management. In addition, remote autonomous MGs,
which are geographically near each other, can be interlinked to benefit
surplus of renewable energies. This new operating mode permits IMGs
to exchange power to support frequency/voltage of critical MGs in
emergencies as well as to supply power deficits in planned operations
[3–6].

Optimal allocation of DERs, especially for renewable energy re-
sources and energy storage systems, as well as optimal planning of
MGs in future power grids are intensively affected by considering IMG
operation, and should be rescheduled accordingly. Nevertheless, the
proposed flexibility using IMG operation mode can improve schemes

of optimal placement of DERs and optimal MG planning. Despite all
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Fig. 1. General architectures of interconnected microgrids (IMGs): (a) hybrid ac/dc
Gs, (b) two ac IMGs, (c) multiple ac IMGs, (d) multiple ac–dc IMGs, (e) multiple dc

MGs.

dvantages of IMGs, basic studies on their stability and control as well
s representing reliable and optimized control methods, and commu-
ication architectures are necessary in order to ensure a secure IMG
peration. Modeling, stability analysis and control of IMGs have some
imilarities with other power systems, whether they are isolated/grid-
onnected MGs or multi-area power systems, which should be in-
estigated. This paper aims to address these challenges by giving a
omprehensive review.

.1. Architectures of IMGs

Ac/dc MGs, ac/dc interlinking lines (ILs), interlinking devices (ILDs),
ower exchange control, as well as communication methods will lead
o different IMG architectures [5,6]. Fig. 1 shows various structures of
MGs in terms of ILD and MG types. In Fig. 1(a), a simple schematic of
ybrid ac/dc MGs is shown, where the ILD can only be a bidirectional
c–ac converter. Some important fields of hybrid ac/dc MG application
re data center [7], telecommunication towers [8], electric vehicles and
heir charging stations [9,10], and shipboard MGs [11], where both ac
nd dc sources as well as ac and dc loads exist. Although the stability
nalysis of hybrid ac/dc MGs is less studied [12–14], different control
ssues and techniques of this architecture have been reviewed [8,15–
7]. Therefore, this well-known architecture is not paid attention to
etails here except in the classifications.

Fig. 1(b) shows two ac IMGs, which are widely investigated due
o the simple structure. According to the used ILD type, i.e. a circuit
reaker (CB), a back-to-back converter (BTBC) or a static switch (SS),
wo ac IMGs can be categorized into three groups. The first group
s named CB-2IMGs and consists of two MGs with the same voltage
nd frequency whether they are islanded or grid-connected [18–27].
he second is named BTBC-2IMGs, which uses BTBC to improve the
3

controllability of the power flow and supplementary objectives [28–
35]. In the third group, an instantaneous SS is used, e.g. to support an
overloaded MG [36].

In Fig. 1(c), multiple ac IMGs (MIMGs) are shown, which can be
interlinked through CBs, BTBCs, or SSs. Researchers have done most
contributions in MIMG due to the existing structure of the ac distribu-
tion networks and the discussed topics addressing their reconfiguration
to improve stability, controllability, resilience, reliability, and power
quality. The same structural classification is also considered for MIMG
as CB-MIMG [37–81], BTBC-MIMG [82–93], and SS-MIMG [94–97].
Another architecture is multiple ac–dc IMGs as shown in Fig. 1(d). It
can have different structures mostly dealing with various coordinative
control of active power sharing/exchange [98–105], and their ILD
topologies [101,102,104,106]. Generally, bidirectional dc–ac convert-
ers are used to establish the interconnections, but a UIPC is used
in [106] to increase the flexibility of power exchange. In Fig. 1(e), the
last architecture includes multiple dc MGs, which are interconnected
to each other through dc–dc converters [107–110], and through dc
CBs [111–119], as well as connected in parallel to the grid via dc–ac
converters [120–123]. In this paper, the focus is on modeling, stability
and control of two and multiple ac IMGs. Hence, other architectures
are reviewed without more details.

Most addressed IMGs in the literature are grid-isolated, where indi-
vidual voltage, frequency, and power sharing controls are required for
each MG and coordination control is necessary for their interconnec-
tion. Nevertheless, there exist a few research papers that study grid-
connected ac IMGs [83,85,99,124] and grid connected dc IMGs [120–
123], where MGs are controlled to exchange a certain power with the
main grid. In [99], the requirements and considerations for both grid-
connected and islanded operation modes of CB-MIMGs are discussed.
The application of the BTBC is demonstrated for grid-connected hybrid
ac/dc MGs [124] and BTBC-MIMGs [85] using stability analysis to en-
sure a safe operation. In this paper, autonomous IMGs are in focus with
different challenges of stability and control of voltage and frequency as
well as global power sharing among the CB/SS-IMGs as well as power
exchange among the BTBC-IMGs.

1.2. General view of IMG modeling

Dynamic modeling is the starting point of analyzing stability and
synthesizing a large group of controllers, i.e. model-based controllers.
According to the specific application, many modeling methods are
already represented for modern DER-integrated power systems focusing
on the generation side such as DER type e.g. combined heat and
power systems [125], power converters [126], grid topology [127],
load types [128], DER/MG control loops [1,129], and reduced-order
modeling techniques [130–134]. However, IMGs require an individ-
ual modeling procedure using some known concepts of the common
modeling methods as well as special considerations due to the large-
scale aspect of IMGs including simplifications, which will depend on
the application.

IMG Modeling is done considering a large-scale system including
a large number of sub-systems, which needs developed methods with
respect to that of a single MG with a limited number of modules. In
fact, IMGs are more similar to multi-area conventional power systems
in terms of structure and complexity for dynamic modeling with respect
to isolated MGs. Moreover, each MG has a regional control, which
requires it to be coordinated with regional controls of other MGs
through a higher control level, i.e. a global control. For such large-scale
power systems, simplified modeling methods are necessary in order to
analyze dynamics and stability within an acceptable time interval, and
also synthesize high-level controllers with desired performances, e.g. a
frequency controller. Despite similarities of these two power systems,
types of IMG modules and the corresponding dynamics are considerably
different from those of conventional power systems, especially inverter-
integrated DERs and renewable energy sources. Therefore, focusing
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on IMGs modeling including both detailed and simplified types is
important and differs from modeling of isolated MGs and conventional
power systems.

Detailed models are investigated to identify the most significant
participants, i.e. modules and parameters, in IMG stability and [73,
86,96,117]. On the other hand, simplified/reduced-order models are
proposed for different applications including facilitating the stability
analysis [51,65,67,68], analyzing stability of a designed controller [64,
72,116], and synthesizing the secondary controller of MGs for load-
frequency control [21,23,70]. Note that dynamic modeling realized in
short-term studies, e.g. minute-timescale, is of interest in this paper,
but not the static modeling, e.g. fifteen-minute time-slots or larger,
as it is more suitable for operation, energy management and planning
investigations.

1.3. General view of IMG stability analysis

Due to the widespread system of IMGs and possible presence of
several types of DERs, loads, converters and control loops, a stable
operation is a challenge to obtain and ensure in all possible operational
points. Inter-MG interactions that do not exist in isolated MGs are
very important in terms of stability to be studied and identified. The
modules cause such critical interactions and their parameters need to
be precisely recognized. Although inter-area interactions and their cor-
responding dynamic modes have been studied for conventional power
systems, their modules are different from those of modern IMGs due to
existing a majority of renewable energies and storage systems in IMGs,
and thus different results and observations are expected when study-
ing IMGs interactions. Moreover, inter-inverter low-frequency dynamic
modes have been recognized in autonomous MGs [135,136], which
have a different source and different characteristics than inter-MG
interactions.

In general, phenomena stability assessment, components influences
on stability, stability analysis of designed controllers, and stability
improvement are investigated as aggregated groups for different IMG
architectures. Low-frequency oscillation in hybrid MGs [13], inter-MG
dynamic modes [70], stability analysis of dc IMGs considering time-
delay caused by wide-area measurements [37,113], frequency stability
of CB-MIMG [60,61], and initial BTBC dc voltage in BTBC-MIMG [87]
are studied as phenomena. Some others have focused on IMG stability
assessment using eigenvalue analysis [12,14], participation matrix [64,
73], stability margin criteria [87,95], Lyapunov methods [51,117],
and time-domain simulation (TDS) [13,27,39]. After designing the con-
trollers, the IMG stability analysis is taken into account [110,116,118],
and in some cases, stability improvement is a control objective to
be realized [35,66,73]. The IMG stability is also improved by IMG
clustering optimization and optimal placement of connection points
among MGs [68,137].

1.4. General view of IMG control and optimization

Hierarchical control includes primary, secondary, and tertiary con-
trol layers [138], as well as a global control layer in a four-level
control scheme [1]. Each control layer is responsible for different
duties, e.g. MG stabilization is done in the primary layer and volt-
age/frequency restoration in the autonomous mode is accomplished in
the secondary layer. Hierarchical control seems to be the best solution
for multi-layer multi-objective control of MGs, especially in the isolated
operation mode [1,138] due to existing classified control layers and
communication infrastructures. This should be developed for IMGs
considering challenges like power exchange/sharing during planned
and emergency IMG operations as well as ancillary services. Although
the primary control level is the same for isolated and interconnected
MGs, the secondary and tertiary/global levels should be restructured to
adapt the IMG control goals and requirements. The secondary control
must also consider the communications among IMGs to realize global
4

power sharing and voltage/frequency restoration. The tertiary control
needs to be reconfigured to consider power exchanges in various IMG
electricity markets and to achieve optimal energy/power management.

Several objectives have been followed by controlling IMGs. Prevent-
ing emergency conditions (mostly overload/over-generation) are taken
into account [36,88,97,120]. The distribution network is reconfigured
to form IMGs and improve network features, including reliability [46,
139], controllability [41], scalability and efficiency [107,139], avail-
ability and supply security [29,31], higher efficiency and lower reserve
requirements [30], and cost minimization [25]. Different multi-level
control approaches of power exchange among IMGs through power
converters [84,110,123] and power sharing among synchronous IMGs
through CBs and SSs [48,57,114,118] are presented to improve certain
control indices. Similar control methods are investigated to optimize
the power management and consider economic aspects [56,79,116],
improve stability indices e.g. parameters margins [73], time-delay sta-
bility [37,116], power oscillation damping [93], low inertia [71], and
dynamic stability [50,51,71], and to enhance communication factors,
including communication burden decrease using event-triggered meth-
ods [45,75,76], time delays [100], cyber–physical security [42], and
packet loss and communication failures [80,83]. The final research
field is load-frequency control, where some have tried to use multi-area
power system control/analysis methods for IMGs [21,23,33,48].

1.5. Contributions of the paper

Numerous valuable papers have been published to investigate dy-
namic modeling, stability analysis, and control challenges of IMGs for
more than a decade. Therefore, it is natural to review, categorize and
compare them from different aspects. Although there exist generally
a few reviews related to MGs, their stability studies, and control ap-
proaches, contribution and objectives of this paper, which focus on ac
IMGs, not individual MGs, are new.

Most relevant review papers deal with individual MGs and hybrid
ac/dc MGs. For individual ac and dc MGs as well as hybrid ac/dc
MGs, stability and control aspects [15], and control techniques [17]
have been reviewed. Specifically for dc MGs, power sharing, volt-
age restoration and stabilization methods [140], architectures, ap-
plications and standardization [141] have already been reviewed.
Furthermore for ac MGs, stability classification [142], demand side
modeling and control [143], modeling and stability analysis of volt-
age source converter-dominated power systems [144], power sharing
control strategies [145,146], harmonic modeling and stability analy-
sis [147], grid-synchronization stability analysis [148], and secondary
control architectures [149] have also been discussed. None of these
review papers deals with dynamics and control of IMGs, which have
different control loops, components, and consequently various dynamic
interactions and stability challenges.

On the other hand, IMG systems and their issues have been re-
viewed more limited. IMG architectures and configurations have been
of interest [5,6], which are categorized from several aspects, e.g. type
of voltage and ILs. Moreover, general features of IMG architectures
are discussed, e.g. reliability, scalability and protection [6]. In [150],
although the main focus is on the distributed coordination control and
optimization in MGs based on multi-agent systems, different applica-
tions in IMGs are also addressed. The most similar literature review [4]
focuses on general aspects of IMGs including architecture, control, com-
munication, and operation. However, it does not review the modeling
and stability analysis of IMGs. Whereas, this paper presents a com-
prehensive review of dynamic modeling, stability analysis and control
approaches of IMGs. The major contributions are given as below.

• Dynamic modeling, stability analysis and control techniques of
IMGs are fully reviewed and compared from the viewpoint of a
number of different technical aspects. Dynamic modeling methods
are compared in terms of simplification type, order level of the
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obtained model, method scalability, modeling technique, and
software used for simulations. Stability analysis tools, general
groups of studies, and important features of the corresponding
literature are considered as technical aspects of stability analysis
methods. Control techniques of IMGs are reviewed according to
important features like control architecture, used communication
bandwidth, control design method, validation method of con-
troller performance, and main control objective. Graphical and
tabular classifications are represented for all the three fields.

• Considerations and requirements of both detailed and simpli-
fied modeling methods of large-scale IMGs are represented for
CB-IMGs and BTBC-IMGs. Furthermore, considerations to find
open-loop and closed-loop models of IMGs are provided for dif-
ferent applications of stability analysis and control synthesis.
Common methods for realizing interconnections among models of
modules are compared in terms of computation burden as well as
simplification methods of high-order IMG models are investigated
from the modeling accuracy point of view.

• Eigenvalue analysis, sensitivity analysis, off-line and real-time
simulation results are provided to improve the theoretical com-
parison of methods. As a review paper, useful links to the refer-
ences are also provided for more simulation results, analysis and
discussions, as well as experimental tests. Moreover, a data repos-
itory is provided including files for dynamic modeling, stability
analysis, and off-line simulation of MGs as the main modules of
IMGs, and IMGs themselves in [151].

• Main differences among modeling, stability and control of IMGs,
individual MGs, and conventional multi-area power systems are
discussed throughout the paper due to some similarities of these
three groups of power systems. MGs and IMGs have generally sim-
ilar types of DERs. On the other hand, IMGs and multi-area power
systems have similar grid topologies and control architectures.

• In addition to a comprehensive literature review, research gaps
and challenges in all the three fields, namely dynamic modeling,
stability analysis, and control of IMGs are proposed for potential
researchers to define and solve corresponding problems, and to
improve applied methods and analyses for future works.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. IMG dynamic model-
ing, concepts, classification, and methods are represented in Section 2.
Stability analysis and assessment techniques are discussed in Section 3.
Section 4 deals with control methods, their classification and com-
parison. In Section 5, the corresponding research gaps are addressed.
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Dynamic modeling of interconnected microgrids

MG/IMG dynamics can be defined as changes and rate of changes of
the phenomena related to MG/IMG control and operation. Accordingly,
MG/IMG modeling is a mathematical equivalence in order to study
dynamics of a specific phenomenon or a group of phenomena in a range
of frequencies shown in Fig. 2. The phenomena can be classified into
four groups in terms of change rate comprising very fast, fast/medium,
slow and very slow.

Very slow dynamics belong to very long-term phenomena, which
are approximately considered as longer than 1 hr. Power management
and load forecasting in the MG layer and planned reconfiguration
scheduling in the IMG layer are examples for very long-term phenom-
ena. Slow dynamics are equivalent to long-term phenomena, which
are considered as phenomena that take long between 1 min and 1
hr, i.e. dynamics with frequencies between the range 0.017 Hz to
2.78 × 10−4 Hz. Demand response and energy management within MGs
and energy exchange management between IMGs are good instances for
this category. Fast and medium dynamics are assumed with frequencies
between 1 Hz and 0.017 Hz, which are equivalent to the short term
and medium phenomena with an almost fast occurrence time from 1
5

Fig. 2. MG and IMG phenomena classification based on frequency ranges and
correlated time durations.

s to utmost 1 min. Common control processes of the power, frequency
and voltage as well as load shedding and power quality control are
fast/medium phenomena in MGs and Inter-MG interactions [1], sec-
ondary frequency and power controls, and emergency control of IMGs
are fast/medium phenomena related to IMGs.

The final group includes very short-term phenomena, which happen
less than 1 s, i.e. very fast dynamics. Dynamics of power converter
switching, filtering and harmonic control loops as well as a part of
dynamic modes of current and voltage control loops can be considered
as very fast dynamics in MG studies. However, interactions of IMGs
and their control loops do not include very fast dynamics due to the
incremental bandwidth considered in designing the control loops of
MGs and IMGs from the innermost loop to the outermost loop.

For each frequency range, different types of modeling methods
with their requirements are needed to model the corresponding dy-
namics, which in turn can be categorized into detailed/full-order and
simplified/reduced-order modeling types. A detailed modeling method
leads to a large range of frequencies while simplified models focus on
a special frequency range, e.g. low frequencies [70]. In Fig. 3, two con-
ceptual diagrams clearly show the differences of detailed and simplified
modeling methods. Generally, in studying a specific phenomena or
certain application, some dynamics are not modeled or will be removed
after modeling to find a simplified model. On the other hand, in order
to study a specific frequency range of dynamics or a multi time-scale
phenomena, detailed modeling is required, which results in modeling
a wide range of frequencies.

Another classification presented in Fig. 3, is based on the lin-
ear/nonlinear behavior of MG/IMG dynamics. Linear-dynamic mod-
ules can only be modeled using small-signal modeling methods in-
cluding state-space representation and transfer function. Neverthe-
less, according to the requirement and application, both small-signal
and large-signal modeling methods are able to be used for modeling
nonlinear-dynamic modules. Common methods of large-signal model-
ing are nonlinear equations governing the module dynamics and block
diagram-based simulations using modeling softwares, e.g. MATLAB
and PSCAD/EMTDC. In fact, block diagram-based simulations are easy
represented visual forms to implement linear and nonlinear equations,
which model control and electrical circuit fundamentals. Simulink and
SimPowerSystems are MATLAB environments for dynamic modeling
of control and power systems using block diagram-based simulations,
whereas Editor environment of MATLAB can be used for dynamic
modeling via implementing nonlinear equations.

Fig. 3 shows some corresponding literatures of dynamic IMG model-
ing, whereas Table 1 shows a comprehensive literature review on IMG
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Fig. 3. MG/IMG modeling classification including detailed, simplified, small-signal, and
large-signal categories.

modeling, where the most-important features are determined. Useful
comparisons can be seen in each column. Modeling type discussed ear-
lier, model order level in four groups including very low (VL), low (L),
medium (M), and high (H), the subcategories of simplified modeling
type, the scalability of the addressed methods, and the methods and
tools used in modeling are taken into consideration.

Transfer function (TF) is a simple modeling method for (very)
low order linear models, which can be extended as TF matrix for
multivariable systems. However, it is less flexible than state-space
representation (SSR) and thus unsuitable for large-scale IMG modeling.
Block diagram is not an independent analytical tool, but it can be useful
for software-defined modeling, and facilitating SSR and TF methods.
Differential equations (DEs) are a more general modeling tool than TF
and SSR, which can model both linear and nonlinear dynamics. Static
equations (SEs) are an approximation of non-important dynamics to
be neglected in module-based (MDB) and measurement-based (MEB)
models. However, singular perturbation (SP) is a similar analytical
method for model-based (MOB) simplifications. Prony analysis (PA) is
used in MEB modeling to identify dynamic modes of a waveform. Kron
reduction (KR) is only applicable in electrical circuit model reduction to
remove interior nodes and preserve dominant nodes. Another powerful
tool for this objective is Krylov subspace theory (KST), which is based
on space projection.

The last column of Table 1 represents simulation and modeling
softwares used in the literature. Generally, the simulation softwares of
power systems are license-based including MATLAB, PSCAD/EMTDC,
DIgSILENT Power Factory, PLECS, and DSA. However, there are dif-
ferent licenses for commercial uses, research projects and educational
purposes in universities and academic institutions, and personal use of
students. DIgSILENT has a thesis-based license, which can add just the
required features for a non-sponsored bachelor/master/PhD thesis in a
limited time with a lower price. There are also some free productions.
PSCAD/EMTDC has a free version with limited network size, i.e. max-
imum 15 electrical nodes. It is useful for MG and some IMG studies,
where the electrical networks are small. The control components are
not limited. MATLAB has a free 30-day trial version. PLECS, which
is a simple environment for power electronics and power systems
simulations, has a 90-day free trial license. Although these softwares
execute off-line simulations, OPAL-RT, RTDS, and dSPACE are real-time
simulators for hardware-in-loop simulations. In addition to real-time
simulations, they can be used for experimental tests, where the control
desk, power components, or both are implemented in a laboratory.
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Basically MATLAB/Simulink, MATLAB/SimPowerSystems, PSCAD,
DIgSILENT, PLECS, DSA, OPAL-RT, RTDS, and dSPACE are environ-
ments for block diagram-based modeling and simulations. However,
complementary programming can be done in some softwares. The
type of softwares are generally not mentioned for Linear modeling in
references shown in Table 1 for small-signal stability analysis. Some
possible and common softwares for programming are C, C++, Python,
MATLAB/Editor, and MAPLE. In [95,96], MATLAB/Editor is addressed
for modeling and stability analysis. In [38,86], Robust Control Toolbox
(RCT), in [61], Power System Toolbox (PST), and in [65], COntinous
Reachability Analyzer (CORA) toolbox of MATLAB are used for mod-
eling and stability analysis. MATLAB and MAPLE, which are softwares
with possibility of programming, can be used using a license, however
individual programming environments are generally free, e.g. Python,
C, C++.

2.1. Detailed modeling methods

In order to provide a detailed model of IMGs, the subsystems/
modules should be separately modeled and then their interconnec-
tions including power lines and control signals are considered. Control
signals can be realized by physical cabling, communicating data, or
their combination. The main modules constructing IMGs are MGs, ILDs,
ILs, and their controllers. Modeling of modules is often done using
SSR. IMG interconnections can be modeled by precisely considering
the connections among inputs and outputs of the module models.
Although the basic analytical method of several equation substitutions
is addressed in the literature [57,64,73,94] for IMG interconnection
modeling, the analytical–numerical methods [38,70,86] are more fa-
vored due to reducing the computational burden of modeling numerous
nested IMG interconnections and consequently low computation time.

2.1.1. MG module modeling
Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of a typical ac MG in an IMG structure

used to find the detailed model for the purpose of dynamic stability and
control studies. The details of the power components including DER
LC filters, coupling lines, ILs and loads are shown in Fig. 4(a). Both
droop-based (grid forming) and PQ-controlled (grid feeding) DERs are
included, where the control components are indicated in Figs. 4(b) and
4(c).

Droop-based DERs are responsible for MG voltage and frequency
control and stabilization as well as power sharing to preserve load-
generation balance after disturbances and to prevent current circulating
among DERs. The control strategy of each droop-based DER is formed
from a current controller, a voltage controller, a droop-based primary
control layer and a secondary control layer. Inner current and voltage
controllers regulate output current of the DER and the voltage of its
output filter. The primary control stabilizes voltage and frequency by
appropriate references and shares the load power among DERs without
communication according to their rated powers. The secondary control
basically does complementary actions for the primary control including
voltage and frequency restoration to their nominal values and power
sharing improvement generally using communication. The required
signals from a higher level IL power controller can also be seen in
Fig. 4(b), which are added to the secondary control loop.

On the other hand, the PQ-controlled DERs try to inject maximum
powers of renewable energies to the grid by controlling output active
and reactive powers. A current controller and a current reference
generator from the active and reactive power references can cope
with this objective. Moreover, a phase-locked loop (PLL) is required
to synchronize the generated DER voltage with the grid voltage. As
shown in Fig. 4(c), PQ-controlled DERs do not participate in voltage
and frequency control as well as in higher control layers related to
IMGs. The variables and coefficients are specified in [70,86]. Each
MG can also be considered as a large-scale system especially when it
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Table 1
IMG dynamic modeling literature review.

Reference Modeling
type

Order
level

Simplifying
type

Scalability Modeling
method

Simulationsoftware

[20,21,23] Simp. VL MDB Low TF MATLAB/Simulink

[60] Simp. VL MDB High TF, PA Not mentioned

[61] Simp. VL MDB High TF, PA MATLAB/PST, DSA,
PLECS, MAPLE

[152] Simp. M MOB High KST MATLAB/SimPowerSystems

[14] Detailed H – L,M SSR PSCAD/EMTDC

[116] Detailed H – L,M SSR MATLAB/Simulink,
OPAL-RT/RT-LAB

[117] Detailed H – L,M SSR dSPACE

[64] Detailed H – L,M SSR MATLAB/Simulink

[95,96] Detailed H – L,M SSR MATLAB/Editor,
PSCAD/EMTDC

[73] Simp. M MDB High SSR PSCAD/EMTDC

[77] Detailed H – Low RTDS BD RTDS

[72] Simp. L MDB Medium DF, SSR MATLAB/SimPowerSystems

[85] Simp. L MDB Medium DF, SSR MATLAB/Simulink, PSCAD

[65] Simp. VL MDB Medium TF MATLAB/CORA

[153] Simp. VL MEB High SE OPAL-RT

[68] Simp. M MOB Low SSR, SP MATLAB/Simulink

[62] Simp. M MDB High Agg., KR MATLAB/SimPowerSystems

[27] Simp. M MDB Low Sim. BD DIgSILENT

[57] Simp. M MDB High SSR PSCAD/EMTDC

[51,59,69] Simp. VL MDB High SSR, SP Not mentioned

[38,86] Detailed H – High SSR MATLAB/RCT,
OPAL-RT

[70] Simp. VL MOB,
MDB

High Agg., TF MATLAB/RCT,
MATLAB/Simulink

L: low, M: medium, H: high, VL: very low, MDB: module-based, MOB: model-based, MEB: measurement-based, TF: transfer function, PA: Prony
analysis, KST: Krylov subspace theory, BD: block diagram, SSR: state-space representation, DF: differential equations, SE: static equations, SP:
singular perturbation, Agg.: aggregation, KR: Kron reduction, PST: Power System Toolbox, DSA: Dynamic Security Assessment, RCT: Robust
Control Toolbox, CORA: COntinous Reachability Analyzer.
w

𝑋

includes a large various number of DERs and loads, which should be
modeled and then their interconnections must be considered.

Modeling of the power components, inner control loops and primary
control are just considered in most of the literature [14,86,95,96,117],
which are usually modeled using a state-space representation (see
Table 1). Others have included the secondary control in the detailed
model [64,116,117]. The secondary control structure shown in Fig. 4 is
a distributed consensus one, which is reviewed and discussed in [149]
and mostly used in the IMG modeling and control by considering two
cyber networks for Inter-MG and Intra-MG communications [57,73,94,
116,117].

The IL controller, which its synthesis and analysis are the state of the
art, may has different structures to analyze power exchange [64], con-
trol IL current [94], and share IMG power [57]. Hence, several models
can be considered, e.g. BTBC is used to control power exchange [85,
86], where models of its control and power components need to be
added in the modeling. By contrast, a distributed power sharing control
is usually used in CB-IMGs, where the IL power controller will be a part
of the secondary controller of each MG [38,64] and will be modeled
there.

Fig. 5 shows the interconnections among sub-modules of the gen-
eral MG module represented in Fig. 4. The main sub-modules can be
considered in three groups, including sub-modules of the MG power
network, droop-based DERs, and PQ-controlled DERs. The MG power
network includes dynamic models of DER coupling lines and MG loads
as well as static equation(s) of the point of common coupling (PCC)
voltage(s) and required transformations from the CRF to the individual
7

reference frame shown by DQ/dq blocks in Fig. 5. Sub-modules of
droop-based DERs consist of dynamic models of the voltage source
converter (VSC), LC filter, current controller, voltage controller, pri-
mary control, and secondary control. Sub-modules of PQ-controlled
DERs include dynamic models of the VSC, output LC filter, current
controller and PLL. Both droop-based and PQ-controlled DERs require
transformations from the individual reference frames to the CRF shown
by dq/DQ blocks in Fig. 5 [127]. The models of sub-modules except
the secondary controller can be found in [86,127]. The secondary con-
troller model is intensively affected by the communication architecture
and control objectives. For instance, a typical pinning consensus-based
distributed secondary controller, which follows power sharing and
voltage/frequency regulation control objectives, is modeled and details
of the matrices and vectors are presented in [38,72,79].

Following electrical, control, and communication laws, using math-
ematical relationships and employing numerical calculations, each AC
MG with any number of DERs, lines and loads can be represented via
a state-space model as follows:

�̇�𝑛
𝑀𝐺 = 𝐴𝑛

𝑀𝐺𝑋
𝑛
𝑀𝐺 + 𝐵𝑛

𝑀𝐺𝑈
𝑛
𝑀𝐺 ,

𝑌 𝑛
𝑀𝐺 = 𝐶𝑛

𝑀𝐺𝑋
𝑛
𝑀𝐺 +𝐷𝑛

𝑀𝐺𝑈
𝑛
𝑀𝐺 , (1)

here the state vector can be organized as

𝑛
𝑀𝐺 = [𝑋𝐷𝐵1

𝐷𝐸𝑅 ...

𝑋𝐷𝐵,𝑚
𝐷𝐸𝑅

⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞
𝑋𝑚

𝑆𝐶 , 𝑋
𝑚
𝑃𝐶 , 𝑋

𝑚
𝑉 𝐶 , 𝑋

𝑚
𝐶𝐶 , 𝑋

𝑚
𝑃𝐷 𝑋𝑃𝑄1

𝐷𝐸𝑅

...

𝑋𝑃𝑄,𝑘
𝐷𝐸𝑅

⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞
𝑋𝑘

𝑃𝐿𝐿, 𝑋
𝑘
𝐶𝐶 , 𝑋

𝑘
𝑃𝐷 𝑋1

𝐶𝐿 ... 𝑋𝑚+𝑘
𝐶𝐿 𝑋𝑀𝐿], (2)
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of a typical ac microgrid in an IMG structure used to achieve the detailed model for the purpose of dynamic stability and control: (a) model of MG power
components comprising voltage and current sources, LC filters, DER coupling lines, loads, and IMG interconnecting lines, (b) droop control of DER𝑚, (c) PQ control of DER𝑘.

Fig. 5. Internal MG connections to find the overall state-space model of the MG module represented in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 6. Details of modeling BTBC modules including power components of ac and dc sides between IMGs, and power and dc voltage control loops [85,86,154].
and it consists of 15𝑚 + 10𝑘 + 2 state variables for the MG structure
shown in Fig. 4, where 𝑚 is the number of droop-based DERs and 𝑘 is
the number of PQ-controlled DERs. Interlinking line currents to MG𝑛
are as the inputs i.e. 𝑈𝑛

𝑀𝐺 = [𝑖𝑛1𝐼𝐿,𝑑𝑞 ... 𝑖𝑛𝑀𝐼𝐿,𝑑𝑞]
𝑇 and the MG𝑛 output can

be considered as 𝑌 𝑛
𝑀𝐺 = [𝛥𝜔𝑛

𝑐𝑜𝑚 𝛥𝑣𝑛𝑝𝑐𝑐,𝑑𝑞 𝑌 𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛
𝑆𝐶 ]𝑇 .

2.1.2. CB module modeling
CBs and instantaneous SSs have fast responses in the range of

microseconds and milliseconds. Therefore, the CB/SS dynamic model
in CB-IMGs/SS-IMGs modeling is neglected due to its much faster
dynamics than the studied MG/IMG dynamics explained in Fig. 2.

2.1.3. BTBC module modeling
As shown in Fig. 6 a BTBC is usually controlled by two controllers,

i.e. power controller and dc voltage controller to exchange power
between two ac IMGs. The power controller receives the active and
reactive power references from the IMG tertiary/global controller to
exchange scheduled powers by controlling the VSC𝑖. On the other hand,
the dc voltage controller stabilizes the dc link voltage by controlling the
VSC𝑗 . In addition, two PLLs are required for the VSCs to synchronize
them with the MGs.

Ac and dc sides of each VSC is modeled by a two-port, in which
the ac side is modeled using a dependent voltage source connected
to the filter components, and the dc side is modeled using a depen-
dent current source connected to the dc link capacitors and dc line
model [154,155]. Then, modeling is straightforward from circuit laws
to a state-space representation. The controllers can also be modeled
by considering each integrator output as a state variable. Note that
all these modules, i.e. power and dc voltage controllers, PLLs, and dc
and ac power components are independently modeled using state-space
representations, where the details is represented in [85,86,154]. For
the ease of modeling, interconnections among the modules is done in
the next step, generally like interconnecting IMG modules, which is
explained in the next interconnection sections.

Fig. 7 shows all BTBC interconnections among power and control
sections, which are necessary to find its state-space model like (1) [86].
The control section of the BTBC𝑖𝑗 includes the dynamic models of
the PLLs, power controller and dc voltage controller as shown in
Fig. 7. The BTBC power components comprise averaging static models
of VSCs, and dynamic models of RL filters at the ac sides and dc
link capacitors and dc lines at the dc side. Note that required Park
and Park inverse transformations are shown in Fig. 6 and some other
transformations to/from the CRF required for detailed modeling of
BTBCs can be found in [86], which all can be modeled using static
equations. Finally, the state vector 𝑋𝑖𝑗

𝐵 of the BTBC𝑖𝑗 is a 21 × 1 vector
as 𝑋𝑖𝑗

𝐵 = [𝑋𝑖𝑗
𝐵𝑃 𝑋𝑖

𝐵𝑝𝑐 𝑋
𝑗
𝐵𝑐𝑐 𝑋

𝑗
𝐷𝑉 𝐶 𝑋𝑖

𝑃𝐿𝐿 𝑋𝑗
𝑃𝐿𝐿]

𝑇 , and the input and output
vectors are as 𝑈 𝑖𝑗

𝐵 = [𝛥𝑣𝑖𝑝𝑐𝑐,𝑑𝑞 𝛥𝑖𝑖𝑗𝐼𝐿,𝑑𝑞 𝛥𝑣𝑗𝑝𝑐𝑐,𝑑𝑞 𝛥𝑖𝑗𝑖𝐼𝐿,𝑑𝑞 𝛥𝜔𝑖
𝑐𝑜𝑚 𝛥𝜔𝑗

𝑐𝑜𝑚]𝑇 and

𝑌 𝑖𝑗
𝐵 =

[

𝛥𝑣𝑖𝑓𝑐,𝑑𝑞 𝛥𝑣𝑗𝑓𝑐,𝑑𝑞 𝛥𝑣𝑗𝑑𝑐 𝛥𝛿𝑖𝐵 𝛥𝛿𝑗𝐵
]𝑇

. The matrices have been found
in [86].
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Fig. 7. Interconnections among the BTBC𝑖𝑗 power and control modules [86].

2.1.4. Interlinking line module modeling
In low/medium voltage IMGs, the length of ILs is usually low/

medium. Hence, they are modeled as series RL branches like DER cou-
pling lines within MGs. The considerations of the IL current direction
and the reference frame in the modeling process, are accessible for CB-
IMGs [38,96] and BTBC-IMGs [86]. The state-space representation for
IL𝑖𝑗 , i.e. between MG𝑖 and MG𝑗 , can be given as follows:

�̇�𝑖𝑗
𝐼𝐿 = 𝐴𝑖𝑗

𝐼𝐿𝑋
𝑖𝑗
𝐼𝐿 + 𝐵𝑖𝑗

𝐼𝐿𝑀𝑈 𝑖𝑗
𝐼𝐿𝑀 + 𝐵𝑖𝑗

𝐼𝐿𝐵𝑈
𝑖𝑗
𝐼𝐿𝐵 ,

𝑌 𝑖𝑗
𝐼𝐿 = 𝐶 𝑖𝑗

𝐼𝐿𝑋
𝑖𝑗
𝐼𝐿, (3)

where 𝑋𝑖𝑗
𝐼𝐿 = 𝑌 𝑖𝑗

𝐼𝐿 = 𝛥𝑖𝑖𝑗𝐼𝐿,𝑑𝑞 , 𝑈
𝑖𝑗
𝐼𝐿𝐵 = 𝛥𝑣𝑖𝑗𝑓𝑐 , 𝑈

𝑖𝑗
𝐼𝐿𝑀 = [𝛥𝑣𝑖𝑝𝑐𝑐,𝑑𝑞 𝛥𝜔𝑖

𝑐𝑜𝑚]
𝑇 , and

the matrices are addressed in [86].

2.1.5. CB-IMG interconnections
Fig. 8 shows the details of interconnections among CB-IMGs with

a common pinning consensus-based distributed secondary control ar-
chitecture [45,46,57,72,73,76,79]. Each MG is divided into two sets of
components, i.e. control components and power components. A CRF
should be considered for sub-models stated in the individual reference
frames to be transformed in it [38]. The CRF zone comprises all ILs as
well as power components of the MGs. In fact, all these components
lack an individual frequency reference. The PCC voltage of each MG,
e.g. 𝛥𝑣𝑛𝑝𝑐𝑐,𝑑𝑞 for MG𝑛, is as the input of the state-space models of the
connected ILs, e.g. IL𝑛𝑙 between MG𝑛 and MG𝑙. Inversely, the current
of each IL is as the input to the dynamic model of connected MGs,
e.g. 𝛥𝑌 𝑛𝑙

𝐼𝐿 for MG𝑛 and MG𝑙. Another interconnection among IMGs
belongs to the communication used to exchange the leader DERs in-
formation including voltage, frequency, and active and reactive output
powers among them. All the required information of each MG for
communication is obtained from the output of the state-space model
of each leader DER, e.g. 𝑌 𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛 of DER in MG .
𝑃𝐶 𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛 𝑛
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Fig. 8. Comprehensive interconnections among CB-IMGs through ILs including all inputs and outputs of the main modules [38].
Fig. 9. Comprehensive interconnections of BTBC-IMGs focusing on MG𝑖 and MG𝑗 connected through IL𝑖𝑗 , IL𝑗𝑖 and BTBC𝑖𝑗 [86].
2.1.6. BTBC-IMG interconnections
Fig. 9 shows BTBC-IMGs interconnections focusing on the inter-

connection between MG𝑖 and MG𝑗 including BTBC𝑖𝑗 , IL𝑖𝑗 , IL𝑗𝑖 [86].
In BTBC-IMGs due to frequency independence, MGs have individual
CRFs, where their functional zones can be seen. Dynamic models of
all ILs and BTBC AC sides connected to each MG should be stated in
its CRF. Therefore, CRF to individual reference frames, and inverse
transformations, i.e. DQ/dq and dq/DQ [86,127], are used for power
interconnections between the MG/IL and the BTBC. In this regard, the
common frequency, e.g. 𝛥𝜔𝑖

𝑐𝑜𝑚 in MG𝑖 zone, is used in the related
module models. Typically, the PCC voltage of MG𝑖, 𝛥𝑣𝑖𝑝𝑐𝑐,𝑑𝑞 , is delivered
to IL𝑖𝑗 directly and to the ac𝑖𝑗 side through the MG𝑖 CRF to the
individual BTBC𝑖𝑗 reference frame. The output current of IL𝑖𝑗 , 𝛥𝑌

𝑖𝑗
𝐼𝐿, is

also used directly in the MG𝑖 model and after the same transformation
in the BTBC𝑖𝑗 model as an input. The last modeling interconnection is
using the output voltage of the BTBC RL filter as an input to the IL after
transforming from the individual BTBC reference frame to the MG CRF,
e.g. using 𝛥𝑣𝑖𝑓𝑐,𝑑𝑞 of BTBC𝑖𝑗 in the state-space model of the IL𝑖𝑗 .

In BTBC-IMGs, the BTBCs are in charge of power exchanges in a
coordinated manner with MGs productions, which is realized in the
tertiary/global control layer. Hence, communication links among IMGs
in the secondary control level are not dominant unlike CB-IMGs. Due
to this reason as well as existing individual CRFs, the overall model of
BTBC-IMGs has less complexity than that of CB-IMGs.

2.1.7. Overall IMG modeling
In general and for any types of IMGs, if a state-space representation

is used for linear/linearized IMG modeling, the models (4) and (5) can
be found. Model (4) is a free-motion closed-loop type, which is useful
for stability/dynamics analysis of the overall system including power
and control parts. The state vector 𝑋𝑐𝑙

𝐼𝑀𝐺 is addressed for different
IMG structures with various control architectures [14,64,95,96,116,
117]. The exact form of the state matrix 𝐴𝑐𝑙

𝐼𝑀𝐺 is hard to be find.
However, its general form is presented in some literature for different
control strategies of CB/SS-IMGs [14,38,96]. Moreover, a numerical
method is represented to facilitate its calculation for both CB-IMGs and
BTBC-IMGs [38,86].

�̇�𝑐𝑙 = 𝐴𝑐𝑙 𝑋𝑐𝑙 , (4)
10

𝐼𝑀𝐺 𝐼𝑀𝐺 𝐼𝑀𝐺
Model (5) is an open-loop model, which can consider a desired control
input and synthesize the corresponding controller, e.g. the IL power
controller. 𝑋𝑜𝑙

𝐼𝑀𝐺, 𝑈 𝑜𝑙
𝐼𝑀𝐺, and 𝑌 𝑜𝑙

𝐼𝑀𝐺 are the state, input, and output
vectors, respectively and 𝐴𝑜𝑙

𝐼𝑀𝐺, 𝐵𝑜𝑙
𝐼𝑀𝐺, 𝐶𝑜𝑙

𝐼𝑀𝐺, and 𝐷𝑜𝑙
𝐼𝑀𝐺 are the well-

known matrices, which should be calculated for different models. This
model is not taken into account in the literature.

�̇�𝑜𝑙
𝐼𝑀𝐺 = 𝐴𝑜𝑙

𝐼𝑀𝐺𝑋
𝑜𝑙
𝐼𝑀𝐺 + 𝐵𝑜𝑙

𝐼𝑀𝐺𝑈
𝑜𝑙
𝐼𝑀𝐺 , (5a)

𝑌 𝑜𝑙
𝐼𝑀𝐺 = 𝐶𝑜𝑙

𝐼𝑀𝐺𝑋
𝑜𝑙
𝐼𝑀𝐺 +𝐷𝑜𝑙

𝐼𝑀𝐺𝑈
𝑜𝑙
𝐼𝑀𝐺 . (5b)

2.2. Comparison study: Interconnection and substitution modeling methods

In each type of IMGs, the interconnections among the dynamic mod-
els of the IMG modules can be realized in two general methods, namely
substitution and interconnection methods. The substitution method has
been used in most literatures, e.g. [57,64,68,73], which needs many
substitutions of equations to obtain interconnections between models
of modules. On the other hand, the interconnection method uses useful
functions of Robust Control Toolbox to numerically realize intercon-
nections in MATLAB/Editor [38,86]. The second is much simpler in
calculation due to computing all electrical and control connections
between individual modules employing MATLAB functions and without
substituting equations in each other, which is a time-consuming manual
process.

The substitution method is well-known, and mathematics is its
basis. Required steps to apply the interconnection method are already
explained [86]. Here, these two methods are compared in terms of com-
putation burden/time for the case of BTBC-IMGs. When the substitution
method is used for finding each MG model, the number of substituting
can be found according to Fig. 5 and the output arrows from the blocks.
For instance, the PCC voltage equation should be substituted in the line
equation for all 𝑚 lines and in the load equation for the load, which are
totally 𝑚+1 substitutions. Considering 𝑚 droop-based DERs and without
PQ-controlled DERs, one can find all required manual substitutions as
12𝑚+1 for modeling a typical MG, which can be expressed as 13 when
the similar substitutions are just considered as 1 substitution, i.e. 𝑚 = 1.
The substitution process should be similarly used for BTBCs using Fig. 7
that leads to 24 substitutions for each BTBC. However, required ones
are reduced to 13 by neglecting similar substitutions.
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Table 2
Comparison of the substitution method [57,64,73] and the interconnection [38,86] method.

Modeling
method

Possible
manual error

Studied
system

Number of
substitution
/input_to

Manual
calculation
time (min)

Substitution Module modeling IMG1 291 1164
and substituting IMG2 676 2704

Interconnection Module modeling IMG1 157 157
and input specifying IMG2 366 366
According to Fig. 9, for each interconnection between two MGs,
0 substitutions (10 by neglecting the similar ones) are required.
or 𝑛 different autonomous MGs with 𝑘 BTBCs among them, to-
ally ∑𝑛

𝑖=1 (12𝑚𝑖 + 1) + 44𝑘 substitutions (36 by neglecting the similar
nes) are required to find the BTBC-IMG model using the substitution
ethod. This manual calculation causes a high calculation burden and

equires much time. Nevertheless, in the interconnection method, the
arge number of substitutions are performed numerically with a low
anual calculation burden only for specifying inputs of each module

ontributing in the interconnections shown in Figs. 5, 7, and 9. In other
ords, the calculation time/burden of the interconnection method can
e determined as determining the inputs of modules using input_to
unction in MATLAB/Editor. The number of determining input vectors
s equal to the number of modules to be interconnected. Therefore, It
an be easily calculated for BTBC-IMGs as ∑𝑛

𝑖=1 (7𝑚𝑖 + 2) + 20𝑘.
The calculation burden/error comparison is shown in Table 2 for

he common substitution method [57,64,73] and the interconnection
ethod [38,86] in two sample IMGs. In this comparison study, IMG1

s formed by three interconnected MGs through three BTBCs, where
G1 has three DERs, MG2 has four DERs, and MG3 has six DERs. IMG2

s formed from eight interconnected MGs through seven BTBCs, where
ach one of MG1-MG3 has two DERs, each one of MG4-MG6 has three
ERs, and MG7 and MG8 consist of five and ten DERs, respectively. All
ERs are droop-based. It is obvious that the number of substitutions are

arger than the number of determining inputs in each case. Moreover,
ne can consider approximate average calculation times for determin-
ng inputs as a fast manual process and substituting equations as a slow
anual process fairly as 30 s and 4 min, respectively. Therefore, the

otal calculation time of substitution method for same case studies is
uch more than the corresponding time of the interconnection method.

n addition, substituting equations may lead to different nested forms,
hich causes long calculation times or even manual calculation errors.
onetheless, determining inputs is a straightforward MATLAB coding
ithout arithmetic complications.

.3. Simplified modeling methods

Fig. 10 shows a classification of both existing simplification methods
sed in IMG modeling and potential methods to improve it. Solid black
oxes show all simplification methods studied in the IMG literature.
ashed red boxes indicate methods not studied or less studied in the

MG literature and gray boxes are used for correlated explanations and
llustrations.

The simplified modeling methods can be organized into three clus-
ers, i.e. MOB, MDB, and MEB simplification techniques. In the first
luster, the detailed model should be obtained at first, which is a
isadvantage, then its order can be reduced using aggregation and per-
urbation methods [156]. The perturbation methods including regular
e.g., [157]) and singular types have often been used in the MG [130–
34] and IMG [68,152] dynamic studies. In [70], dominant dynamic
odes of CB-IMGs with a similar behavior are aggregated to one
ynamic mode using an aggregation-based MOB method.

MDB methods try to find the simplified model without calculating
detailed model. The dominant modules in the desired dynamics are

reserved and the others are removed according to the knowledge
f the system, e.g. [51,62] (see Table 1). In [51], each DER within
11
IMGs is simplified just by the droop characteristics and other modules
are deleted. Similar deletion method is used in [65,67] while DERs
are considered of PQ-controlled type and their control is simplified
to measurement LPFs and PI controllers. In [62], the Kron reduction
method is used to simplify the IMG power network and the module
aggregation method is used to aggregate similar modules, e.g. droop-
based control units or transformers. Although Thevenin’s theorem has
been used in dynamic modeling of islanded MGs [158,159], it is still
not used in IMGs.

MEB Methods benefit from the measured data and system identi-
fication techniques to find the model with a minimum computational
burden, e.g. fast Fourier transform and Prony analysis to focus on the
desired variable e.g. frequency. Despite being appropriate for large-
scale systems, MEB methods are rarely used in IMG modeling [153]
and model validation [90]. Nevertheless, Prony analysis has been used
for another application, i.e. verification of small-signal models of CB-
IMGs [38] and BTBC-IMGs [86,90] by comparing them with equivalent
nonlinear real-time models.

According to dominant/non-dominant dynamic modes in the de-
sired dynamics, a simplified model can be obtained by dividing all
system variables into preserved and removed state variables. The model
(6) shows both group state variables and their interactions, which can
be decoupled using one of the simplification methods.

�̇�𝑝𝑝𝐼𝑀𝐺 = 𝐴𝑝𝑝
𝐼𝑀𝐺𝑥

𝑝𝑝
𝐼𝑀𝐺 + 𝐴𝑝𝑟

𝐼𝑀𝐺𝑥
𝑝𝑟
𝐼𝑀𝐺 , (6a)

�̇�𝑟𝑟𝐼𝑀𝐺 = 𝐴𝑟𝑝
𝐼𝑀𝐺𝑥

𝑟𝑝
𝐼𝑀𝐺 + 𝐴𝑟𝑟

𝐼𝑀𝐺𝑥
𝑟𝑟
𝐼𝑀𝐺 . (6b)

where superscripts ‘‘𝑝’’ and ‘‘𝑟’’ represent the preserved and removed
states. The preserved states compose a reduced-order model. Note that
(6) is a closed-loop model obtained from (4).

2.4. Comparison study: Oscillatory dominant modes of detailed and simpli-
fied models

Modeling of IMGs, particularly CB-IMGs, is intensively related to
individual MG modeling methods. Here, an individual MG with a
common structure of two droop-based DERs is considered to compare
the most significant MG dynamic features, i.e. the dominant modes for
detailed and simplified MG models. The data package [151] provides
a MATLAB m-file, which can be useful for dynamic modeling similar
to the case studied here. A sensitivity analysis for 𝜔 − 𝑃 droop gain as
0.001 < 𝑘𝑃1 (𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥1∕𝜔𝑛) < 0.02 is provided in Fig. 11 to compare the mod-
els, which are usually named by the model order of DER inverter and
the simplification type, i.e. MDB or MOB. The simplified models consist
of an MDB 5th-order model [70], an MOB 5th-order model [130],
an MOB 4th-order model [134], and an MOB 3rd-order model [133].
The preserved state variables for such models are shown in Table 3.
Furthermore, the detailed model [127] is considered as the reference
model, where its order is 28. The oscillatory dominant modes, caused
dominantly by the droop controllers, are of interest and non-dominant
modes are not shown. Please note that these oscillatory modes are
also exist in all types of ac IMG models, but other participants except
the droop controllers like the inter-MG secondary controllers have a
considerable participation factors.

By increasing DER1 𝜔 − 𝑃 droop gain 𝑘𝑃1 , all the reduced-order

models have a lower tendency to instability with respect to the detailed
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m

Fig. 10. Classification of simplified modeling methods including both studied cases in IMG modeling and those having considerably potential to be used.
Fig. 11. Sensitivity analysis of oscillatory dominant modes of detailed and simplified models for 0.001 < 𝑘𝑃1 (𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥1∕𝜔𝑛) < 0.02, (MDB: module-based simplified model, MOB:
odel-based simplified model).
Table 3
State variables of the compared models in Fig. 11.

Model State variables Ref.

M1 𝛥𝛿, 𝛥𝑃 , 𝛥𝑄, 𝛥𝑣𝑜𝑑𝑞 , 𝛥𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑞 , 𝛥𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑞 , CCIOa, VCIOb [127]

M2 Droop-based DGU: 𝛥𝛿, 𝛥𝑃 , 𝛥𝑄, 𝛥𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑞
PQ-controlled DGU: 𝛥𝛿𝑃𝐿𝐿, CCIO, PLLIOc

[70]

M3 𝛥𝛿, 𝛥𝑃 , 𝛥𝑄, 𝛥𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑞 [130]

M4 𝛥𝛿, 𝛥𝑃 , 𝛥𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑞 [134]

M5 𝛥𝛿, 𝛥𝜔, 𝛥𝑉𝑜𝑑 [133]

aCurrent controller integrator outputs.
bVoltage controller integrator outputs.
cPhase-locked loop (PLL) integrator output.

model. Order reduction leads to a decrease of the model accuracy.
Therefore, 5th-order models [70,130] are more accurate. Note that
there exist medium-order simplified models [57,62,73], which are
much more accurate than the 5th-order models in terms of dynamics
and transients. Nevertheless, modeling simplicity of the low-order MDB
model [70] is more than the MOB model [130], which is discussed
in [70].

3. Stability analysis of interconnected microgrids

Fig. 12 shows the stability classification of islanded/interconnected
MGs. Regarding MG/IMG components location, the stability can be di-
vided into control system stability and power supply/balance stability.
According to the controlled device type, the first can be classified into
electric machine stability and power-electronics converter stability.
According to control infrastructure, stability of physical parts, e.g. inner
12

loops is addressed as communication-free stability and stability of cyber
environments is called communication-related stability. On the other
hand, the second is classified into voltage and frequency stabilities.
The MG voltage is stable if both dc link voltage of converters and ac
voltage are stabilized using distributed local controllers. Frequency sta-
bility is two-fold including intra-MG and inter-MG balance stabilities.
Moreover, stability is generally small-signal or large-signal in terms of
disturbance size and is short-term or long-term in terms of disturbance
duration. The main classification in Fig. 12 is from [160] and the
complementary classification, indicated in red blocks, are added here.

According to Table 4, the IMG stability fields of research are clas-
sified based on IMG structure, stability analysis type and method, and
study group. Furthermore, the special case studies and most important
features are determined. Both small-signal and large-signal stability
analyses are taken into account to investigate the stability challenges
of different IMG structures, especially CB-IMG and BTBC-IMG, which
are paid attention to the following subsections.

Several stability analysis methods are used in the IMG literature
and mentioned in Table 4. Eigenvalue analysis (EA) is the fundamental
tool of small-signal stability analysis, which can only determine stabil-
ity/instability for a specific operating point. Participation factor/matrix
(PF) adds the ability of determining the amount of being influenced
for each eigenvalue and by each state variable, i.e. the corresponding
module. Sensitivity analysis (SA) extends PF for a range of parameter
values or operating points and results in loci of eigenvalues, which
can visualize the impact of parameters or initial condition variations.
TDSs, real-time simulations (RTSs) and experimental results (ERs) are
powerful methods to analyze large-signal stability using nonlinear mod-
els and real laboratory setups. Though the ERs have more accuracy,
the TDS and RTS are more suitable for stability studies due to the
possibility of instability. Lyapunov theorem (LT) is another tool with a
powerful mathematical basis to assess large-signal stability. Neverthe-
less, it is practically limited to low-order models. Other IMG stability
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analysis techniques include frequency response (FR), critical clearing
time (CCT), kernel reflection (KR), phase portrait (PP), formal analysis
(FA), Gershgorin theorem (GT) and methods based on measured data
(MD).

3.1. Small-signal stability analysis

This stability type is analyzed based on the linear/linearized model
around an operating point. For the model represented by the state-space
theorem, e.g. (4), (5), or (6), the small-signal stability can be assessed
using eigenvalue analysis as:

|

|

𝜆𝐼 − 𝐴𝐼𝑀𝐺
|

|

= 0, (7)

here 𝜆 shows the eigenvalues and 𝐼 is the identity matrix. To have an
symptotic stability, all eigenvalues should have negative real values.

.1.1. CB-IMGs
One can say the most challenging stability issue of a group of

utonomous MGs interlinked through CBs is frequency stability and
scillations due to their direct power interactions. Compared to BT-
Cs, CBs have no individual control units to regulate the IL power.
herefore, inter-MG power imbalances and instability are probable,

f an IL power controller is not employed in high MG control levels,
.g. secondary controller [64,70,94]. It is also designed in the second
ayer of a two-layer four-level IMG power sharing control [57,73].
or such controllers, the stability is analyzed, and the stabilizing gain
anges are attained. From the IMG power side viewpoint, various
hysical interconnection points are compared via small-signal stabil-
ty tools to form more stable MG clusters [68]. On the other hand,
igenvalue, participation factor and sensitivity analyses demonstrate
he considerable impact of 𝜔 − 𝑃 droop control on the IMG stability
argins [64,68,95,96]. Other researches on the CB-IMG small-signal

tability deal with delay-dependent stability [37] and formal analysis
n the presence of heterogeneous uncertainties [65,67].

.1.2. BTBC-IMGs
The synchrony is not important and challenging in BTBC-IMGs

ue to the existence of BTBC dc-link among MGs. Therefore, MGs
ith different rated frequencies/voltages are able to be interconnected.
lthough there are not the inter-MG modes due to frequency/voltage

nteraction, some critical modes appear due to dc-link voltage control
nd its interaction with MG controllers [87,158]. In fact, the dc-link
oltage controller is the main reason for instability. Furthermore, the
requency/voltage instability in an MG is still able to be transferred
o other linked MGs via the dc-link voltage. A virtual friction control
13
s represented in [161] to damp oscillations in conventional multi-area
ower grids connected via high voltage dc link, which can also be useful
o apply to BTBC-IMGs, with modern generations.

.1.3. DC-IMGs
The instability and oscillations are also addressed in DC-IMGs on

c bus voltages due to time delays of communication channels used
n distributed controllers [113,116]. The IL controllers and their com-
unication weights have a remarkable effect on the IMG stability as

hey form the highest level of control hierarchy, which by changing
heir gains easily move the dominant low-frequency modes [116,117].
oreover, increasing controller gains, particularly secondary and ter-

iary control gains, decreasing IL length and inner MG lines length
ause also reduction in the stability margins or even lead to instabil-
ty [116]. In [110], the open-loop stability of the dc–dc converter used
s interlinking device and power exchanger is analyzed, which shows
he stability margin decreases by increasing the duty cycle.

.1.4. Dominant eigenvalues of CB and BTBC IMGs
A CB-IMG including three MGs interconnected via three lines and

hree CBs, and a BTBC-IMG including three MGs interconnected via
hree lines and three BTBCs are considered, where the complemen-
ary information is accessed in [70,87], respectively. Moreover, the
ata package [151] includes some files, which are useful for linear
nd nonlinear modeling as well as small-signal and transient stability
nalysis of IMGs. The dominant eigenvalues as the most significant
ontributors in IMG small-signal stability are shown in Fig. 13. A
implified model of the CB-IMGs, including three dynamic modes for
ach MG, is considered to obviously see the MGs interactions. On the
ther hand, the detailed model of the BTBC-IMGs is used to recognize
he most effective IMG parts on stability.

Inter-MG interactions are the main cause of the frequency instability
nd the oscillations in CB-IMGs. According to Fig. 13(a), 𝜆1 − 𝜆6 are

the main inter-MG modes affected by all IMG modules including MG
power components, primary controllers, secondary controllers, and the
IL power exchanges. 𝜆7,8 are the non-oscillatory modes affected only by
the secondary controllers. The main interactions are of oscillatory type,
which can lead to frequency oscillations and instability, particularly for
low-inertia power electronics-based IMGs.

As shown in Fig. 13(b), critical dominant modes in the BTBC-IMGs
are due to interactions of 𝜔 − 𝑃 droop controllers and PLLs as well
as interactions of power dc side and dc voltage controller of BTBCs.
The first are oscillatory types, however the second are also critical.
To achieve more reliable stability analysis results, different operation
points should be considered, e.g. using sensitivity analysis [57,73,87].
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Table 4
Literature review of stability analysis of interconnected microgrids.

Reference IMG Stability Stability analysis method Study group Case study/Important feature

structure type EA PF SA TDS ER LT Other

[12] Hybrid ac/dc Small-signal ✓ ✓ ✓ Component influence Static/dynamic load stability

[13] Hybrid ac/dc Small-signal ✓ FR Phenomena stability Mitigating low-frequency oscillations

[35] Two ac IMG Large-signal ✓ CCT Stability improvement Inertia emulation by Synchronverter
to increase IL power capacity

[113] dc IMG Small-signal ✓ ✓ KR Phenomena stability Time-delay stability of distributed
control and related oscillation proof

[137] CB-MIMG Large-signal ✓ Stability improvement Robust MG clustering in dist. grids

[61] CB-MIMG Small-signal ✓ PP Phenomena stability Determining maximum penetration
level of MGs to the main grid

[94] SS-MIMG Both ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Controller stability power exchange controller stability

[117] dc IMG Both ✓ ✓ ✓ FR,RTS Controller stability Stabilizing power exchange controller

[37] CB-MIMG Both ✓ ✓ ✓ Phenomena stability Enhancing delay-dependent stability
by disturbance attenuation stabilizer

[57,73] CB-MIMG Small-signal ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Stability improvement Analyzing control parameters and
low-damping oscillation

[72] CB-MIMG Large-signal ✓ ✓ Controller stability Controller asymptotic stability proof

[14] Hybrid ac/dc Small-signal ✓ ✓ ✓ Component influence Establishing stability margins of ILDs

[65,67] CB-MIMG Small-signal FA, GT Components influences Stability assessment by reachable set

[85] BTBC-MIMG Small-signal ✓ ✓ ✓ Controller stability Designed controller stability analysis

[116] dc IMG Both ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Controller stability Designed controller stability analysis

[68] CB-MIMG Small-signal ✓ ✓ ✓ Stability improvement Critical clusters stability assessment

[63] CB-MIMG Large-signal ✓ Component influence Resilient self-healing operation using
multi-agent system coordination

[118] dc IMG Large-signal ✓ ✓ Controller stability Designed controller stability analysis

[95,96] CB-MIMG Small-signal ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Component influence Wide stability analysis of parameters

[66] CB-MIMG Large-signal MD Stability improvement Improving dynamic stability/resilience

[27] CB-MIMG Large-signal ✓ CCT Component influence Transient stability assessment

[110] dc IMG Both ✓ ✓ RTS Controller stability Designed controller stability analysis

[51,59,69] CB-MIMG Both ✓ ✓ ✓ Component influence Different stability/security assessments

[64] CB-MIMG Small-signal ✓ ✓ ✓ Component influence Stability analysis of PV-based IMGs

[87,89] BTBC-MIMG Both ✓ ✓ RTS Component influence BTBC parameter impact on stability

[70] CB-MIMG Small-signal ✓ ✓ ✓ Phenomena stability Introducing inter-MG dynamic modes

[105] Multiple ac–dc Small-signal ✓ ✓ FR Component influence Introducing inter-MG dynamic modes

EA: eigenvalue analysis, ER: experimental results, FR: frequency response, LT: Lyapunov theorem, PF: participation factor, SA: sensitivity analysis, TDS: time-domain sim., CCT:
critical clearing time, KR: kernel reflection, PP: phase portrait, FA: formal analysis, GT: Gershgorin theorem, MD: measured data, RTS: real-time sim.
3.2. Large-signal stability analysis

Although the operating point is fixed in small-signal stability and
small changes around it is acceptable, it can change in a large range for
large-signal/ transient stability assessment. Power systems Large-signal
stability can be assessed by graphical, direct, time-domain, and auto-
matic learning methods [162]. The graphical methods consist of equal-
area criterion and phase portrait, which are mostly used in conven-
tional one-machine power systems [163]. The direct method employs
Lyapunov functions, which are more applicable for low/reduced-order
systems [37,51,59,69,72,118]. The automatic learning methods benefit
from intelligent algorithms such as artificial neural networks to assess
transient stability [164]. Usual time-domain assessment criteria are the
critical clearing time (CCT) and the power transfer limit (PTL) [35,
165,166]. However, operating point changing is common to study for
the stability and system behavior without using the aforementioned
criteria.

3.2.1. CB-IMGs
Lyapunov theorem (LT) is mostly used to guarantee asymptotic sta-

bility [37,51,59,69,72]. However, linear IMG models are used and thus
the stability proof cannot be considered as a transient stability proof.
In [37], time delays and uncertainties are included in the Lyapunov
14
function. Using TDS as another common tool for large-signal stability
assessment, LT-based transient stability proof is validated [59,72]. In
another application, weaker synchronism of two IMGs with respect to
an individual MG is shown using CCT. The transient stability of CB-IMG
is also taken into account in terms of resilience [63,66], and clustering
robustness [137].

3.2.2. BTBC-IMGs
In [87], the dc voltage of BTBCs among IMGs is focusing on tran-

sients, especially at initial instants of power exchange. Therefore, a
minimum stabilizing initial dc voltage value is proposed as a transient
stability margin of BTBC-IMGs.

3.2.3. DC-IMGs
Multiple operating points are considered and large-signal stability

is assessed using TDS [110,118], real-time simulations (RTSs) [110,
116,117], and experimental results [110,116] for synthesized IL power
controllers. Various scenarios including modifying power reference
and bus voltages [110], fault condition and communication delay on
the IL controller [116], instability test of violating control gains, MG
plug-and-play capability, CPL capacity increase, and communication
delay [117], and global/local layer link failure and time delay [118]
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Fig. 13. Dominant eigenvalues of (a) simplified model of the CB-IMGs and (b) detailed
model of the BTBC-IMGs.

are taken into account to validate the corresponding controllers per-
formance and transient stability. Moreover, an LT-oriented asymptotic
stability proof is represented in [117,118].

3.2.4. Frequency oscillation/instability and its propagation
Here, frequency oscillations, the possible corresponding instability,

and their propagation through ILDs is studied. Fig. 14 shows the
outputs of two case studies. The first one is a CB-IMG with three MGs,
where the details of the system can be found in [70]. The MG1 load is
increased as 50% of the overall IMG rating at 𝑡 = 1 s as a large-signal
disturbance. Fig. 14(a) shows the frequency changes of MG1 and MG2
fter the load increases. Frequency oscillations appear in MG1 and are
mmediately spreaded to MG2 through the ILD, i.e. a CB. The frequency
scillations propagate with a very low delay due to IL dynamics.

The second case is a BTBC-IMG with three MGs. More details of
he studied system is addressed in [87]. Fig. 14(b) similarly shows the
requency changes of MG1 and MG2, while IMGs are islanded before
= 0.5 s. They are connected hereafter while PLL integral gain of the
TBCs equals 0.5 as a dominant parameter in IMG stability. The gain

ncreases to 2.6 at 𝑡 = 2 s for the PLL of BTBC MG2’s side, which is as
arge as cause instability. The frequency changes in MG2 are very large
nd the frequency destabilizes so fast. However, the MG1 frequency
nstability is much slower and the oscillation amplitude is very small.
he BTBC among these two MGs propagates the frequency oscillations
hrough its dc link. Fig. 14(c) shows dc link voltage of the BTBC.
herefore, although the dc link can make an independent frequency
ontrol for BTBC-IMGs, oscillations and instability propagate through
his link from an MG to another. Furthermore, dc voltage disturbances
ue to bad control and original dc link disturbances can deploy very
ast via both ac voltages and frequencies, which are so harmful for weak
MGs and may easily cause instability [35,87].

. Control of interconnected microgrids

The IMG control can be studied from different viewpoints. Accord-
ng to the control architecture, it can be classified into centralized,
ecentralized, and distributed. All the three architectures can be re-
lized in a standard hierarchical form including three [138]/four [1]
15
Fig. 14. Frequency oscillations and their propagation in CB-IMGs and BTBC IMGs: (a)
frequency changes of MG1 and MG2 in three CB-IMGs, (b) frequency changes of MG1
and MG2 in three BTBC-IMGs, (c) dc link voltage of BTBC in three BTBC-IMGs.

control levels, i.e. primary, secondary, central-emergency, and ter-
tiary/global layers. Concepts and literatures of these architectures and
control layers for islanded MGs are reviewed in [149]. In IMGs, there
exists a vital control objective added with respect to islanded MGs,
which is power exchange/sharing control among IMGs. It is the main
control objective specific to IMGs that requires satisfying some sec-
ondary or higher level objectives like cooperated frequency control in
CB-IMGs and power and dc voltage control aims of BTBCs in BTBC-
IMGs. These special IMG control objectives can be considered in the
existing control layers of the MG hierarchical control structure. The
point that the IMG power exchange controller is realized in which
control layer, i.e. primary, secondary or tertiary, leads to another
classification of the IMG control. For instance, main control layers
specific to IMGs are fully implemented in the primary layer [26,48],
the secondary layer [23,94], and the tertiary layer [75,80]. However,
it is realized in some literature via two control layers, e.g. primary and
tertiary layers [37] or secondary and tertiary layers [114].

Table 5 reviews the IMG control literature with the useful classi-
fications from several aspects, validation methods and main control
objectives. The IMG structure and control architecture investigated in
the literature, and the control layer i.e. primary control (PC), secondary
control (SC), and tertiary control (TC), selected to implement the
special IMG control objectives, are mentioned in the second, third,
and fourth columns, respectively. In the fourth column, hierarchical
control (HC) means that the IMG control aims are distributed in all
three layers, and BTBC and dc–dc converter (DDC) indicate that a part
of IMG controllers are realized at their controllers. A relative level of
Communication channel bandwidth used for IMG control is addressed
in the fifth column. Furthermore, control type/design methods and
controller validation techniques are presented in the sixth and seventh
columns, and the corresponding illustrations for the abbreviations can
be found at the bottom of Table 5. The final column consists of main
and ancillary control objectives of different IMG structures investigated
in the literature.

IMG control can be divided into two categories in terms of the need
to communicate data. Different topologies of the decentralized control
architecture [29,84], which are usually used for emergency power
exchange and critical MG restoration, are generally free from communi-

cating data. Nonetheless, centralized [91] and distributed [57] control
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Table 5
Control literature review of interconnected microgrids.

Reference IMG
structure

Control
architecture

Control
layer

Telecom
bandwidth

Control type/
Design method

Validation
method

Main control objective

[26] Two IMG Decentralized PC None PR TDS, ER Coupling effects among MGs

[28,34,91] BTBC-MIMG Centralized BTBC-TC High PI FR, TDS Basic power sharing ideas

[99] ac/dc MIMG Centralized HC High PI, AD TDS Economic operation of on/off-grid IMGs

[20,21,23] Two IMG – SC – LFC, FL LMTDS Theory of IMG load-frequency control

[25] CB-MIMG Distributed HC Very low PI, CP, MAS TDS Network topology-based power exchange

[94] SS-MIMG Distributed SC Low PI, CP TDS, ER Voltage and power exchange control

[114] dc IMG Distributed SC, TC Low PI, VI, MAS RTS Coordinated power flow control

[37] CB-MIMG Centralized PC, TC High Robust droop TDS Adaptive power flow control

[57,73] CB-MIMG Distributed HC Low I, CP, PSO TDS Four-level power sharing

[93] BTBC-MIMG Distributed BTBC-TC Low Robust TDS Transient stability improvement

[92] BTBC-MIMG Centralized TC High PI, AD TDS Power exchange via dc lines

[120] dc IMG Centralized DAB-PC, TC High IOL TDS Coordinated control of energy storages

[33,84] BTBC-MIMG Decentralized BTBC-TC None PI TDS Frequency control improvement

[29–31] Two IMG Decentralized BTBC-PC None PI, droop ER Active/reactive power exchange

[88] BTBC-MIMG Decentralized BTBC-PC None PI, droop, LC RTS Emergency frequency/voltage support

[108,109] dc IMG Decentralized DDC-PC None PI TDS Interconnection of dc IMGs

[72,79] CB-MIMG Distributed SC Low I, PC TDS Cooperative IMG power sharing

[115] dc IMG Distributed HC Low PI, FTCP TDS Power management enhancement

[44,70] CB-MIMG – SC – VI LMTDS Frequency control improvement

[75] CB-MIMG Distributed TC Very low PI, CP, ET TDS Event-triggered Power sharing

[80] CB-MIMG Distributed TC Low MAS TDS Fully distributed IMG control

[46] CB-MIMG Distributed SC Low I, PCP, MAS TDS Grid-feeding/forming DER role in IMG

[116] dc IMG Distributed HC Low PI, PCP RTS, ER Economic tie-line power control

[36] Two IMG Centralized PC, TC Low AD, LC TDS Fast IMG forming during power shortfall

[45] CB-MIMG Distributed SC Very low I, CP, ET RTS, ER Software-defined power sharing

[118] dc IMG Distributed SC Low PI, PCP TDS Improving dynamic performance of IMGs

[48] CB-MIMG Decentralized PC None PI TDS Improving frequency response

[112] dc IMG Distributed SC Low PI, CP RTS Power exchange based on battery storages

[110] Two dc IMG Decentralized DDC-PC None PI RTS, ER Active power flow control

[100] ac/dc MIMG Distributed SC Very low PI TDS, ER Asynchronous power control

[111,121,122] dc IMG Distributed – Low PI, HSS TDS IMG power flow control

[76] CB-MIMG Distributed SC Very low I, PCP, ET TDS Reducing communication burden

[71] CB-MIMG Decentralized PC None PI, VI TDS Virtual inertia to improve stability

[83] BTBC-MIMG Decentralized PC, SC None AD, LC TDS IMG control in various operating points

[98] ac/dc MIMG Distributed TC Very low PI, CP, ET TDS Power support by a low communication

[101] ac/dc MIMG Centralized HC High PI, PR TDS, ER Energy pool for power exchange

PC: primary control, SC: secondary control, TC: tertiary control, HC: hierarchical control, PI: proportional–integral, PR: proportional-resonance, AD:adaptive droop, FL:Fuzzy logic,
CP: consensus protocol, FTCP: finite-time CP, VI: virtual inertia, LMTDS: linear model TDS, IOL: input–output linearization,DDC: dc–dc converter, ET: event-triggered, MAS:
multi-agent systems, HSS: Hamiltonian surface shaping, LC: logic control, I: integral, DAB: dual active bridge.
architectures require a level of communication data. In general, dis-
tributed control methods are a solution to reduce data communication
of centralized approaches and solve correlated challenges using con-
sensus protocol [115], multi-agent systems [114] etc. Moreover, dis-
tributed control techniques are improved to more reduce communica-
tion burden, e.g. using an event-triggered communication method [75,
76] or a Q-learning algorithm [25].

Various controller types and design methods, e.g. proportional–
integral (PI), proportional-resonance (PR), modified droop, and robust
designs are used in IMG controllers to improve achievement of IMG
control goals. The most common controllers are PI, droop, and integral
(I) for inner, primary, and secondary control layers, respectively due to
their simplicity. Adaptive droop (AD), generalized and robust droops,
and virtual inertia (VI) are enhancements of the simple droop method in
the primary control level. In addition to improving the inertial response
of each MG [167], VI methods can increase the damping of IMG power
16
exchanges [71], enhance the transient stability of weak IMGs [35],
and improve the load-frequency control (LFC) [44]. Consensus pro-
tocol (CP), finite-time CP, which can be converged within a finite
time, multi-agent systems (MAS) usually used for coordinated control
of complex systems, e.g. IMGs, and, event-triggered (ET) algorithms
for reducing communication burden, are the common communication
infrastructures investigated in IMGs.

4.1. Control of CB-IMGs

Decentralized control cases are limitedly represented [48,71]. In
[48], a simple MG structure including one grid-forming DER and a num-
ber of grid-feeding DERs is considered, where the need of coordinated
control is eliminated to focus on the primary frequency dynamics. A
modified automatic voltage regulator is proposed for the grid-forming

DERs to improve the frequency response. The same objective is taken
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Fig. 15. Control of CB-MIMG: (a) pinning consensus-based distributed secondary control architecture, (b) corresponding uniform control structure, where the input signals are
existing in Table 6 [72,76].
into account by virtual inertia control using super-capacitors without
considering the control architecture [71]. Therefore, one can say CB-
MIMG control just at the primary level without data communication is
impossible.

In [37], a wide-area measurement and communication system in-
cluding MG central controllers and a global distribution system control
is represented. Nevertheless, most of the CB-MIMG literature belongs
to distributed control methods, which seem to be the most reasonable
solution to control power exchange among such IMGs.

The distributed IMG control is realized in secondary and tertiary
levels or by a complete hierarchical control (see Table 5). Some authors
have tried to find a standard method like the tie-line power control
of traditional power systems. Hence, the IMG control is implemented
in the secondary control level with the aims of IMG active/reactive
power sharing and global frequency/voltage regulation. Generally, the
pinning consensus protocol is used in which one of the DERs in each MG
is selected as a leader (pinning) agent. Fig. 15(a) shows the communica-
tion type in the pinning consensus-based distributed secondary control
architecture for CB-MIMGs. Therefore, in a two-layer communication
infrastructure, DER𝑝𝑖𝑛 is as a leader for follower DERs within the MG to
determine the nominal voltage/frequency in the intra-MG layer, and it
is a communicating node in the inter-MG layer to share the information
with the other MG leaders.

Fig. 15(b) shows a uniform control structure for the leader DER in
MG𝑛. The error signals 𝛿𝜔𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛, 𝛿

𝑣
𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛, 𝛿

𝑃
𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛, 𝛿

𝑄
𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛, which are the inputs of

the integral secondary controller, are listed in Table 6. In [57,73], the
same method is utilized, however the MG PCC data is the basis of the
inter-MG layer communication instead of the pinning DERs data, which
leads to the excess measurement and thus a lower reliability.

4.2. Control of BTBC-IMGs

Fig. 16 shows the control architectures of BTBC-IMGs. A decen-
tralized control for BTBC-IMGs is realized using droop characteristics.
Modified droop characteristics are used in controlling interlinking VSCs
to consider MG overload and over-generation conditions [29,31,83,84],
e.g. (8) of [83] using the SOC and nominal power 𝑃𝑛 of energy storage
systems as droop-based DERs.

𝜔 =

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

𝜔𝑛 − 𝑘𝑝(𝑃 − 𝑃𝑛),
𝑃 ⩽ 𝑃𝑛&𝑆𝑂𝐶 ⩾ 𝑆𝑂𝐶max

𝑃 > 𝑃𝑛& 𝑆𝑂𝐶 ⩽ 𝑆𝑂𝐶min

𝜔𝑛,
𝑃 > 𝑃𝑛&𝑆𝑂𝐶 < 𝑆𝑂𝐶max

𝑃 ⩽ 𝑃𝑛& 𝑆𝑂𝐶 > 𝑆𝑂𝐶min

(8)

A generalized droop is also used to determine active and reactive power
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references in (13) and (19) of [88]. In such a decentralized control
architecture, as shown in Fig. 16(a) frequency and/or voltage are
locally being measured to detect the emergency condition by applying
logic functions [33,83,88]. Furthermore, the control signals 𝑢𝑓 and 𝑢𝑣
are provided for the BTBC by applying generalized/modified droop
characteristics, i.e. 𝐹𝑓 and 𝐹𝑣, on the frequency and voltage differences
in order to exchange enough active and reactive powers between the
MGs. In this architecture, generally, there is no communication and
power exchange with other MGs.

By communicating some useful information, e.g. DERs surplus pow-
ers, centralized control architecture is employed in order to increase
the control precision [28,92]. Fig. 16(b) shows a centralized control
architecture for BTBC-IMGs, where the IMG central controller has a
wide communication with tertiary/central control of MGs and BTBC
controllers. It requires the current status of both MGs and BTBCs. For
example, it requests and receives maximum allowable power genera-
tion of MGs, i.e. 𝑝𝑀𝐺1

𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑝𝑀𝐺2
𝑚𝑎𝑥 , . . . , 𝑝𝑀𝐺𝑛

𝑚𝑎𝑥 , and the dc link voltage of
BTBCs, i.e. 𝑣𝑑𝑐,12, 𝑣𝑑𝑐,1𝑛, . . . , 𝑣𝑑𝑐,2𝑛, to have a stable and optimal power
exchange. Therefore, it determines a new power balance by sending the
power references to MGs and BTBCs, e.g. 𝑝𝑀𝐺1

𝑟𝑒𝑓 , 𝑝1,𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑓 and 𝑝𝑀𝐺𝑛
𝑟𝑒𝑓 for a

power exchange between the MG1 and the MG𝑛 through the BTBC1𝑛.
Although such a coordination among MGs and BTBCs is necessary,
communicated information and required paths can be represented in
a different form to improve the communication system performance.

The communication is minimized and thus the reliability can be
improved by replacing the distributed communication instead of the
centralized one [93] as shown in Fig. 16(c). In the distributed archi-
tecture, there exists a distributed controller for each BTBC, which can
communicate with that BTBC and adjacent MGs on one hand, and can
communicate with neighbor distributed controllers on the other hand.
All advantages of the distributed control architecture with respect to
the centralized control architecture, which are discussed in [149] for
the secondary control of autonomous MGs, can be considered here for
BTBC-IMGs and generally IMGs by doing potential research. The details
of communicated data are not shown in Fig. 16(c) due to its similarity
to Fig. 16(b). However, more details can be found in [93].

Regarding the IMG operation, emergency or planned power ex-
change may occur. Though decentralized control is preferred in emer-
gencies, centralized and distributed architectures are more applicable
in planned operation, where MGs communicate their power short-
fall/surplus to the controllers and accordingly the power set-points are
determined and then sent to BTBCs [34,88,91,93]. (see Figs. 16(b) and
16(c)).

4.3. Control of DC-IMGs

The decentralized control architecture is implemented using dc–dc

converters [108,109] and dual active bridge (DAB) converters [163]
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Table 6
Pinning consensus-based distributed secondary control inputs for leader ders in CB-IMG correlated with Fig. 15.

Reference Upper: 𝛿𝜔𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛, Lower: 𝛿𝑣𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛 Upper: 𝛿𝑃𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛, Lower: 𝛿𝑄𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛

[45]
𝑠
∑

𝑙=1
�̃�𝑛𝑙(�̂�𝑛𝑜𝑚

𝑙,𝑝𝑖𝑛 − �̂�𝑛𝑜𝑚
𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛) 0

0 0

[46]
𝑠
∑

𝑙=1
�̃�𝑛𝑙{(𝜔𝑙,𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 𝜔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝑙 ) − (𝜔𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 𝜔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑛 )} − 1

𝑘𝑃𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛
𝑑𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 𝜔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝑛 )

𝑠
∑

𝑙=1
�̃�𝑛𝑙{(𝑣𝑙,𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 𝑣𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑙 ) − (𝑣𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 𝑣𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑛 )} − 1

𝑘𝑄𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛
𝑑𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛(𝑣𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 𝑣𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑛 )

[72]
𝑠
∑

𝑙=1
�̃�𝑛𝑙(𝜔𝑙,𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 𝜔𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛) + �̃�𝑛0(𝜔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝜔𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛)

1
𝑘𝑃𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛

𝑠
∑

𝑙=1
�̃�𝑛𝑙(𝑘𝑃𝑙,𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑙,𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 𝑘𝑃𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛)

𝑠
∑

𝑙=1
�̃�𝑛𝑙(𝑣𝑙,𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 𝑣𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛) + �̃�𝑛0(𝑣𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝑣𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛)

1
𝑘𝑄𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛

𝑠
∑

𝑙=1
�̃�𝑛𝑙(𝑘

𝑄
𝑙,𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑄𝑙,𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 𝑘𝑄𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑄𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛)

[76]
𝑠
∑

𝑙=1
�̃�𝑛𝑙(𝜔𝑙,𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 𝜔𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛) + �̃�𝑛0(𝜔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝜔𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛)

1
𝑘𝑃𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛

𝑠
∑

𝑙=1
�̃�𝑛𝑙(𝑘𝑃𝑙,𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑙,𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 𝑘𝑃𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛)

0 0

[79]
𝑠
∑

𝑙=1
�̃��̃�𝑛𝑙(𝜔𝑙,𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 𝜔𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛) + �̃�𝑛0(𝜔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝜔𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛) 𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑃𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛(0) +

1
𝑇
∫ 𝑡
0

𝑠
∑

𝑙=1
�̃��̃�𝑛𝑙(𝑀𝑙,𝑝𝑖𝑛(𝑠) −𝑀𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛(𝑠))𝑑𝑠)

𝑠
∑

𝑙=1
�̃��̃�𝑛𝑙(𝑣𝑙,𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 𝑣𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛) + �̃�𝑛0(𝑣𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝑣𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛) − ∫ 𝜔𝑐𝑄𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛+ ∫ 𝜔𝑐𝑄𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛

�̃�𝑛𝑙 : 𝑛𝑙’th array of the inter-MGs network adjacency matrix, �̃�𝑛0: is 1 if the leader DER can receive the rated information,
otherwise it is 0, 𝑑𝑛,𝑝𝑖𝑛: pinning control gain, 𝑀 : leader DG increment cost, for 𝑠𝑎𝑡(.) and other variables see the references.
Fig. 16. Control Architectures of BTBC-IMG: (a) decentralized control [33,83,88], (b) centralized control [28,92], (c) distributed control [93].
as power exchange actuators. Similar to CB-IMGs, the most applica-
ble control architecture is the distributed architecture (see Table 5).
In [114], an averaging consensus method is used to communicate
the PCC voltage and the average SOC of dc MGs, thus the voltage
coordination among MGs and the power flow control are accomplished
in the secondary and tertiary layers, respectively. A hierarchical control
is employed to consider minimizing the power generation cost in the
power exchange control [115,116]. A pinning consensus method is
also used that approximately follows the general structure presented in
Fig. 15 in which the 𝑣− 𝑖 droop is used. In order to feed the secondary
controller, DER𝑝𝑖𝑛 voltage error [116,118], IL power error [116], and
load current sharing error [118] are selected.

4.4. RTS: Active and reactive power support in BTBC-IMGs

Three MGs, interlinked through two BTBCs are considered. As
shown in Fig. 16(a), each MG includes two DERs, and a decentralized
control is used for BTBCs including both frequency and voltage signals
to detect emergency and share power. However, a low bandwidth
coordination control is used to coordinate emergency controllers of
BTBC12 and BTBC13. The emergency detection thresholds of BTBC12
are designed less than that of BTBC13. The real-time simulation for such
a system is done using an OPAL-RT digital simulator, where further
information can be found in [88].

As shown in Fig. 17, MG1 is overloaded at 𝑡 = 1 s and it is quickly
supported by MG due to a lower detection threshold as well as enough
18

2

surplus power. MG1 goes back to the normal condition at 𝑡 = 2 s
and MG2 loses the spare power due to a local full load condition at
𝑡 = 3 s. The similar MG1 overload condition happens at 𝑡 = 4 s, which
is not supported by MG2 and BTBC12 emergency control due to the
lack of MG2 surplus power. Nevertheless, MG3 and BTBC13 compensate
for the MG1 overload with a larger delay due to a larger detection
threshold. Finally, MG1 goes back to the normal condition at 𝑡 = 6 s,
which is detected well and the MGs are forced to switch to the islanded
operating mode.

4.5. TDS: Power sharing in CB-IMGs

In this scenario, three ac MGs are interconnected through two CBs
and two lines in the general form of Fig. 15(a), where MG1 and MG2
are connected via CB12 and IL12 with 𝑧𝐼𝐿12 = 1.6 + 𝑗0.6 𝛺, and MG1
and MG3 are connected via CB13 and IL13 with 𝑧𝐼𝐿13 = 1.6 + 𝑗0.6 𝛺.
Each MG consists of two DERs in which the pinning-based consensus
distributed secondary controller [72] is used and DER1 is selected as
the leader DER. The rated power of DER2 is twice that of DER1. Helping
files for simulations are represented in the data repository provided for
IMG modeling and simulation [151].

Fig. 18 shows the simulation results for a sequence of events. The
MGs are isolated till 𝑡 = 4 s. The pre-synchronization starts from 𝑡 = 4 s
and a synchronization algorithm [168], is used, which causes satisfying
synchronization thresholds, 𝛥𝑓 = 0.05 Hz, 𝛥𝜑 = 5◦, and 𝛥𝑣 = 5 V, and
finally closing CB at about 𝑡 = 5 s. The synchronization control loops
13
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Fig. 17. MG1 power shortage support by MG2 in [1 2] s and MG3 in [4 6] s under
emergency detection and control for three BTBC-IMGs: (a) active power of DERs, (b)
reactive power of DERs.

are opened at 𝑡 = 6 s. IMG13 including MG1 and MG3 goes to steady
state in 𝑡 = (6, 8) s. Another interconnection is between MG1 and MG2,
where pre-synchronization starts at 𝑡 = 8 s, synchronization thresholds
are satisfied and CB12 is closed at about 𝑡 = 9 s, and the synchronization
control is off at 𝑡 = 10 s. A load increase as 50% of the base load occurs
in MG1 at 𝑡 = 14 s.

According to Fig. 18(a), frequency is controlled well during au-
tonomous operation, synchronization transients, and the load change.
As shown in Fig. 18(b), active power sharing is done in autonomous
MGs before 𝑡 = 4 s, in IMG13 within 𝑡 = (6, 8) s, and in the complete
IMG including the three MGs in 𝑡 = (12, 14) s. Furthermore, active power
sharing is maintained for the MG1 load increase. As shown in Fig. 18(c),
power exchanges are zero before the IMG13 formation at 𝑡 = 5 s. In
IMG13, MG3 sends the active power to MG1 and the reactive power
exchange is about zero during 𝑡 = (5, 8) s. In the complete IMG, MG2
has the priority to support MG1 with respect to MG3 due to its lower
own load. The MG1 load increase is compensated by increasing local
MG1 generation shown in Fig. 18(b), as well as receiving power from
both MG2 and MG3. The reactive power is also exchanged to improve
bus voltages.

5. Research gaps

5.1. In dynamic modeling

In Fig. 10, the boxes with dashed red margin show the methods not
used in IMG modeling despite their useful characteristics for simplifying
such large-scale system models. The MOB aggregation method is very
useful for clustering neighbor eigenvalues, which is less taken into
account [70]. In MDB methods, Thevenin equivalent circuit, which is
already used for multi-area power systems [169], can be used in case
studies, where specific MG dynamics are of interest and other MGs and
interlinking networks should be simplified.

Since IMGs are broad and complex systems, which lead to high-
order models even using MOB and MDB modeling methods, MEB
methods can be used to find very low-order models based on measuring
just one specific variable, e.g. frequency. Fast Fourier Transform is a
powerful tool to analyze measured data, which can be used in IMG
frequency studies like those have been done for multi-area power
19
Fig. 18. Autonomous Operation, synchronization process, interconnection, and MG1
load increase in three CB-IMGs: (a) pinning/leader DERs frequencies, (b) active powers
of all DERs, and (c) exchanging active and reactive powers.

systems [170,171]. Other system identification and signal processing
techniques including Prony analysis [172,173], discrete wavelet trans-
form [170], and vector fitting technique [174] can be employed to
analyze the measured data. Artificial-intelligence modeling techniques
can be used [175,176] for both small-signal and large-signal modeling
types. Electromagnetic transient and phasor-domain hybrid simulation
methods can also be adapted from transmission and distribution dy-
namic co-simulation literature [177,178] to reduce the computational
time of large-signal analysis.

Data-driven modeling techniques and machine learning methods
will be very useful in new smart heavily data-oriented grids including
IMGs. The modeling ideas can be adopted from the relevant literature,
where data-driven methods and various machine learning algorithms
are used for MG [179] and IMG [180] energy management, online
detection of cyber attacks in peer-to-peer IMG energy trading [181],
MG power management considering various climate conditions [182],
and modeling DERs [183] and loads [184] in autonomous MGs.

On the other hand, many models on IMGs, reviewed in Table 1, are
gained without an acceptable validation. In order to achieve standard
IMG models to be used in different real and laboratory cases, secure and
validated models are required. Data-driven approaches and other MEB
methods can also be used for this application. Moreover, simplicity,
scalability, and robustness of the IMG models are the most important
features, which should be focused on in future works.

5.2. In stability analysis

CB-IMGs are the most common structure of IMGs, which due to the
weakness of such grids and low inertia, their voltage and frequency
are very loose and hard to be controlled. Recently, powerful control
methods have been proposed for these IMGs using distributed pinning
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consensus-based secondary controllers. Hence, many previous stability
analyses of CB-IMGs belong to poor control methods and/or even
analytical not practical methods. Although an LT-based asymptotic
stability proof is theoretically represented [45,46,72,76,79], small-
signal stability is not assessed to recognize the impact of IMG power
exchange controller parameters, and critical dynamic modes are not
well identified. Delay-dependent stability analysis of ac IMGs [37] is
less taken into account than that of dc IMGs, and can be extended for
the communication-oriented control of such IMGs.

Despite the existing small-signal stability analyses for different IMG
types, more analytical large-signal stability assessment methods are
required to study various IMG operating points, e.g. equal-area cri-
terion [148,160]. Synchronization process in CB-IMGs is more chal-
lenging than that of conventional multi-area power systems as well as
that of grid-connected MGs/DERs. It is due to being very weak IMGs
dislike strong multiple power systems in the second and the main wide
grid in the third. Hence, the synchronization stability of CB-IMGs is an
important issue to be studied.

Another gap is related to IMG elements analysis. Droop-based grid-
forming DERs as the most important control actuators are taken into
account. However, PQ-controlled grid-feeding [46] and virtual syn-
chronous generator (VSG)-controlled grid-supporting [167] are well-
known DER types, which should be considered in terms of IMG stability
and control. Furthermore, possible improvement in IMG stability and
inertia using VSG control methods either for DERs or for IL power
controllers can be investigated. Different load types are another group
of elements, which are not studied in IMG stability. Harmonic modeling
and stability analysis [147] of power electronics-integrated IMGs are
also necessary to be assessed.

5.3. In control field

Some ideas for future works in IMG control are given below.

• The control of CB-IMGs are more challenging due to direct inter-
connection by CBs. Therefore, it needs to be studied from different
aspects, e.g. smooth synchronization and islanding controls.

• Although power exchange based on certain power references
for BTBCs is possible in BTBC-IMGs, it has not been studied in
CB-IMGs, and only power sharing among them based on the
capacities, and frequency and voltage stability objectives have
been addressed. However, sharing of IMG powers is not always an
economic and desirable solution. Hence, power reference-based
power exchange among CB-IMGs is a necessary control strategy
to be investigated considering stability restrictions.

• Developing CB-IMG controllers to damp the inter-MG modes os-
cillations in an efficient way and using virtual impedance meth-
ods [185,186] to improve power sharing among IMGs.

• Studying inertial and transient responses of IMG frequency and
investigating the role of VSG control in their enhancement.

• Rescheduling the MG load shedding control considering IMG
power exchanges, which can postpone or even prevent in some
cases the common load shedding algorithms.

• Analyzing Faults for ILs as well as studying fault ride-through
capability [187] and low voltage ride-through capability [188]
for BTBC converters in BTBC-IMGs.

• A detailed comparison between different control architectures of
IMGs and their implementing methods like consensus protocol
and MAS in order to obtain the optimized choice.

• Solving the communication delay challenge using advanced con-
trol methods, e.g. robust and predictive controllers. Already, in-
tegral and PI controllers are widely used, which can be replaced
to gain a better performance.

• Introducing more objectives for deciding the power exchange
among MGs and realizing the corresponding controllers like cy-
ber security of control communication [189], resilience [190,
20
191], power quality [192], and using new data-driven control
approaches like machine learning [193]. IMGs, as very weak
grid systems, need to be more resilient against cyber–physical
disasters and large-signal disturbances, and their modeling, sta-
bility, and control need to be reconsidered in both the primary
and secondary control layers using resilient control approaches.
In the primary control layer, the role of grid-forming power
converters would be highlighted for more resilient power-angle
stability. In addition, the role of a resilient cooperative secondary
controller can become a more vital factor for avoiding the overall
collapse of the system, where they are dramatically vulnerable to
cyber-attack and threats.

• Optimization in communication-oriented controllers, e.g. using
event/time-triggered methods to find a more reliable, less error,
and cheaper performance.

6. Conclusion

After a comprehensive review on the research works in the fields
of modeling, stability analysis and control of interconnected MGs, the
literature has been organized in several classifications. For all the
literatures, the IMG architecture, modeling type/method, model order
level, simplification type/method, scalability level, stability analysis
type/method, and important features of the stability assessment are
determined. Moreover, control architecture/layer/type/design method,
main control objective and designed controller validation method of the
literature are specified to be easily followed by the potential users.

Detailed models are hard to be used for large-scale interconnected
MGs. Simplified model-based, module-based, and measurement-based
models should be much more considered based on applications, e.g. fre-
quency control and stability or voltage regulation. The first group
has been mostly used in the literature while the second has lower
computational burdens and thus lower analysis times. Measurement-
based and data-driven modeling and control methods can be of interest
in future works due to their focus on the studied variable and existing
required data communicated widely in smart grids.

Stability classification of islanded MGs is updated for interconnected
MGs by focusing on inter-MG power balance and communication-
related stability issues. Inter-MG dynamic modes and correlated oscil-
lations, especially in CB-IMGs, have been recognized, which related
control loops, generally in high control levels e.g. secondary level,
should be enhanced to damp them. On the other hand, in BTBC-IMGs,
dc link voltage of BTBCs leads to an independent frequency control
of IMGs, which it expects to decrease power oscillations. However,
dc links transmit such oscillations through dc voltages. Therefore, the
challenge of power oscillations also exists in BTBC-IMGS, and BTBC dc
voltage controllers should be improved in this regard.

Generally, a common CB-IMG control leads to power sharing usu-
ally using a pinning consensus protocol, while a common BTBC-IMG
control results in exchanging certain power values among IMGs. BTBCs
increase such a controllability to BTBC-IMGs with respect to CB-IMGs.
This limitation can be eliminated and a power exchange objective
can be followed by improving control functions. Control and stability
challenges of weak CB-IMGs synchronization and communication-based
challenges of all IMGs like cyber security have been less taken into
account, which should be investigated in future works.
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